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House Passes Clemson Appropriation Measure
Student Body To Elect Y Officers
At Vesper Services Here Sunday
Sosnowski And
Sturgis To Run
For President
Officers of the Clemson YMCA
for the coming year will be chosen
Sunday at vesper services in the
Y auditorium, it was announced
this week by Pinckney, president
of the organization. Elections will
he held at both the one-thirty and
six o'clock services.
Candidates for the
office of
president are John Ri Sosnowski,
chemistry junior from John's Island, and Harry L. Sturgis. textile
engineering junior from F*.-,k Hill.
Sosnowski is a member of the First
Sergeant's Club, the Internatoinal
Relations
Club, Beta Sigma Chi,
and Tiger Brotherhood Sturgis is
a member of Phi Psi and the York
County Club.
T. E. Garrison, vocational agriculture junior from Anderson, and
David A.
Bissett. chemistry engineering junior from Savannah,
Ga., are candidates for the office
of vice-president, and Theo Gage
and Jimmy Skardon will run for
recording secretary. Garrison is a
junior manager of the Agriculture
Pair, to be held here in March.
Bissett is a member of Gamma
Alpha Mu. Gage is a member of
the Calhoun Porsensic Society and
Skardon is Publicity Director of
The Colletonians.
All nominees
are members of the YMCA Cabinet.
The new officers will not take
charge at once, but will porbably
assume their duties sometime in
early spring.
Special balldts have been printed for the election, and will be
distributed at vespers on Sunday.
An announcement of the results
of the election will l"-* carried in
the next issue of ~i Tiger.

Goodale Talks On
German Education

JUDGES:—Dr. D. W. Daniel, Mr. J. C. Littlejohn
and Colonel H. M. Pool, upon whom the task of
choosing the successor to, Honorary Cadet Colonel

Final Plans Announced For
Religious Emphisis Week
Ferrier Directs
Marketing Study
Mr. Ei-nest Riley and Mr. H. A.
White, assistant agricultural economists for the South Carolina experiment
station, are at present
engaged in a cotton marketing
study under the direction of Dr.
W. T. Ferrier, professor of agricultural economics, and are this
week checking gin reports in order
to localize the areas of production for very short and very long
staple cotton. At the same time
they will attempt to identify areas
of low grade and high grade production.
By the use of these data anyone
interested in the improvement of
the grade and staple will know exactly where to concentrate effects
to this end.
In view of'the fact that premiums of from two to five dollars a
bale are being paid for. the better
quality of cotton, it is extremely
important that every farmer produce the very best quality possible. In a great many instances not
only do the farmers fail to obtain the premium but they are penalized for low grade and low staple cotton.

Professor Ben E. Goodale, of the
dairy department,
spoke to the
Clemson chapter
of Alpha Zeta
Monday
night on the subject
'Modern Youth
in
Germany",
stressing the subordination of agricultural advancement to modern
militarism, in education.
"Germany will fail if agriculture continues to be crushed beneath the heel of militarism," Professor Goodale said. "Agriculture
is vital to the economic health of
any nation."
Of the five million German boys
between the ages of six and twenty who are being subjected to an
intensive course in military training, most advanced students study
medicine, none agriculture. Students for college are selected on
Miss Wylene Pool, daughter of
the basis of physical perfection
Commandant Colonel
rather than mental ability, Profes- Clemson's
Herbert M. Pool, was .this week
sor Goodale said.
elected to membership in Alpha
Delta, national journalistic fraternity, the highest honor that can
be awarded in this subject at Brenau.
Miss Pool, who is a member of
Open House at the YMCA will
be held Friday night for members the sophomore class, is also a memof the faculty and their wives who ber of Alpha Delta Pi, national
have been at Clemson for less social sorority, and is a member of
than two years.
Plans will be the staff of the Alchemist, Bremade for a regular meeting in the nau newspaper.
club rooms which the visitors will
be able to use for entertainment
purposes.
The meeting is scheduled for
eight-thirty to nine-thirty. After
the meeting, those attending will
A deputation from the Clemson
be invited to see the picture, The
chapter of the Wesley Foundation
Long Voyage Home.
Council, will conduct vesper services at Columbia College in Columbia Sunday night, it was announced this week by LaFon C.
Vareen, president of the Council.
Professor J. P. LaMaster, head They will also have charge of the
school program at the
of the dairy department, has been Sunday
nominated for the office of secre- Washington Street Methodist church
tary of the Southern section of the Sunday morning.
Those who will make the trip
American Dairy Science Association. His opponent for office is Dr. are L. C. Vareen, who will read
A. D. Pratt of V. P. I. The elec- the Devotional, A. L. Brooks, chairtion is being held by mail, and man and speaker, J. J. Lever,
the results will be known in a few speaker. Dick Weinheimer, soloist,
and Milton Scarboro, who will play
weeks.
the accordian.
The group will leave the campus
MILFORD LEAVING
It was learned yesterday that Saturday at 1:30, and will be enTom Milford, manager of the local- tertained at Columbia College Satprinting company, will report oa urday night.
March 7 to Fort Jackson for acPOOLE SPEAKER
tive duty in the Army as a cautain. It was also learned that Totn
Dr. R. Franklin Poole was the
Lawton, class of '39, will report guest speaker at a meeting of the
soon to the Naval Training Sta- Clemson Alumni of Bennettsville
tion at Pensacola, Florida wlAi-e Wednesday night. Dr. Poole spoke
he will undergo 'training for cpoii- to the association at their annual
mlssion In the Navy Air Corp/i.
dinner.

Colonel's Daughter
Tapped By Honor
Journalistic Frat

Faculty Men Have
Open House Friday

Wesley Deputation
To Go To Columbia

Dairy Association
Nominates LaMaster

Pet Dargan, will fall. They will choose a young
lady from the dance sponsors of- Scabbard and
Blade members to receive the honor.

Pearce To Be Head
Of Student Group
Plans for an intensive voluntaryattendance-campaign for religious
emphasis week meetings were released by Professor Ben E. Goodale, chairman of the steering committee for the program.
Roy R. Pearce, president of the
senior class, was named to head a
student committee which will supervise the attendance campaign.
Pearce said that Blue Key, Tiger
Brotherhood, Block C, and the Y
Council groups would all be asked
to co-operate with his committee
in a room-to-room appeal for large
turn-outs for Dr. Poteat.
A member of one of these groups
or of the student committee for
the programs will speak to each
company at some time during the
week immediately preceding emphasis week, Pearce said.
A Field House chapel Monday
at Noon will be the only compulsory meeting during the week, Professor Goodale said.
Drills will
be suspended during the week, however, in line with the voluntary
attendance program.
LaFon C. Ve'reen, Methodist student leader, will lead a short song
service at each meeting. The committee is also working on plans to
include the band and Glee Club on
the programs, Professor Goodale
said.
Other members of the faculty
committee are Dr. J. E. Ward of
the economics department; Professor F. M. Kinard of the English department; Dr. G. H. Anil of
the school agriculture; and P. B.
Holtzendorff, Jr., general secretary
of the YMCA. Pastors of all Clemson churches are also included on
the committee.

Forensic Society
Schedules Debates
The Calhoun Forensic Society has
scheduled debates with Tulane on
March 14, Kansas State on April
4, and Furman and the College
of Charleston, for which no dates
have been set, it was announced
this week by Bob Stoddard, president of the organization.
Members of the recently chosen de
bating team are O. A. Mays and
J. M. Klinck, formal affirmative
J. C. Bolt and L. M. Strunk, formal negative, J. S. Courson and T.
R. Gage, direct clash affirmative,
and H. R. Mays and S. K. Able,
direct clash negative.

Officers Named
By BSU Members
Moise Johnson, recently elected
president of tbe Baptist Student
Union, this week announced ' that
new officers elected to replace the
retiring members to be Harry Sturgis,
textile
engineering
junior
from Rock Hill, vice-president and
Claude Hughey, vocational agricultural junior from Greer, as secretary.
Others who were elected to offices were Ed Garrrison, second
vice president; Elmore Blanton,
third vice president; H. S. Cotton,
chorister; Gene Reynolds, correspondence secretary; Ed Collins, B.
Y. P. TJ.; Harold Brown, deputations; Lee Milford, Sunday School
officer; James Brown, treasurer; L.
C. Hammond, Baptist Student
Magazine officer; Cecil Stokes, reporter; Virgil Wilson and Jimmie
Jackson, company representatives.
The recently organized freshman
BSU Council also has held its election, and the men who were elected
to offices are as follows Lamar
Johnson, president; Carrol Rush,
first vice president; Charlie Joyce,
s ecretary. Others are Toby Hance,
J. C. Tyler, A. C. Home, Dean
Ross, R. W. Touchberry, J. L.
Johnson, Harold Payne, Dan Horton, Max Holland, Dwight Hughy,
and R. H. Kennedy.

Senate Must
Approve Bill
To Make Legal
The House of Representatives last
Thursday passed an appropriations
bill which would make the Clemson College appropriation $130,000 instead of the $92,580 recommended by the Ways and Means
Committee. The recommendations
for increased tuition fees was also
removed from the bill. The bill
will become effective as soon as
it is passed by the Senate.
Speaker Blatt and Representative Blatt sponsored the amendments that restored the appropriations of the college and the other state supported institutions to
the amounts allotted them for
the curren fiscal year.
The Ways and Means committee had recommended
increasing
tuition fees from $60 to $80 for
South Carolina students.
Chief opposition to the proposed reduction amendment came
from Speaker Blatt, "Increased tuition fees might not affect my boy
or girl, but it would affect some
poor man's child," Blatt said. "If
the future citizenship of this country is to be protected, we must put
no block in their way to an education."
When Blatt finished, Representative Manning reiterated his contention; that "75 per cent of our
boys who enter state supported
schools would be better off if they
weren't there." He said that he did
not consider the
Blatt-Zerbzt
amendment "worth a damn."

Clemson Blue Key
Members Attend
Georgia Meeting
The Clemson Chapter of Blue
entertained at a supper
meeting by the University of Georgia Blue Key members last Friday
night.
Clemson members who attended
the meet are Edgar A. Ross, J. S.
Mace, Frank E. Rogers, Howard
Zerbzt, Robert L. Stoddard, W. E.
Hallman and James J. Lever.

Fiber Company
Hires Four Men
Dr. S. B. Earle, dean of the
school of engineering, announced
Wednesday that four seniors have
been selected for positions with the
Champion Fiber Company of Canton, N. C. These men are J. B.
Parks, electrical engineer from
Fountain Inn, R. H. Langford, electrical engineer from Saluda, W. N.
Ginn, mechanical engineer from
Varnville, and R. C. Dukes, electrical engineer from Orangeburg.
Selections were made last week
when representatives of the Champion Fiber Company were on the
campus. All of the engineers selected have accepted the positions.

Clemson Seniors Wire Hitler Request
For Action When They Reach Berlin
Several members of the Clemson Senior class
last week dispatched by wireless an appeal to
none other than Adolph Hitler
himself. To quote:
Dear Adolph
Beergarden
Berlin, Germania
Will be in the army in June.
Hate war but love fighting. Arrange to provide some when we
arrive.
Clemson Seniors
The German Propaganda Ministry asked for this telegram; is going to pay for it.
Here's why—
Since the war started, the short
wave station that broadcasts propaganda, has urged Americans to
write in questions and suggestions
to Berlin for possible use in fu-

ture broadcasts.
Recently the German Gestapo
suspected
that the English were
seizing and holding a good portion
of this mail.
Last week the German station
announced that Americans might
send wireless messages direct . to
Hitler without paying for them,
provided that they did not exceed
twenty-five words.
So some
Seniors jumped on
board the band wagon for a free
ride but one which cost the German government about $2.19.
The message was quite appropriate, in view of the somewhat
strained relations with the Reich
and the recent War Department
Order which called for the registration of the 285 members of the
Clemson senior class.

AG FAIR EXECUTIVES:—Shown here examining
plans for the agricultural fair to be held here are
James J. Lever, J. N. Broyles, Robert L. Stoddard,
Marshal E. Walker and Franklin M. Kearse.
P. D. Seabrook nd T. E. Garrison are not in the

Horse Show Be
Big Feature
Of The Ag Fair

lyn Gayden of Columbia for Jack
DesPortes, Miss Lib Lamb of Greenville for Edgar Ross; Miss Frankie
Tyson of Georgetown for Roy
Pearce, and Miss Frankie Taylor of
Anderson for Sieg Holmes.
About one hundred and fifty
Clemson men will have dates up
for the military social said Rhame
Guyton, president of the Central
Dance Association.
The honorary colonel will be selected at the annual Scabbard and
Blade banquet, which will precede
the Friday night dances. Her name
and the name of the sponsor for

DeWitt J. Ross, commander
of the Clemson brigade, suffered a fractured coUar bone
last Saturday night when the
automobile he was driving collided with another car and
rolled over three times.
The accident occurred on
Glendalyn street in Spartanburg, while Ross was on the
way to the home of his date,
Helen Hair, who sponsors for
him at the Military Ball series
this week-end.
Ross filled the date before
having his shoulder treated.

Newman Club To
Serve In Lenten
Church Service

Bill Introduced
To Aid Clemson
Athletic Plans

Chapin Named
Feature Writer
On Tiger Staff

General Electric
Hires Eight Men

Daniel Addresses
Clubs At Lander

Woman Dean Tells
What Girl Wants
In Man She Loves

Doctor To Examine
Naval Applicants

Poole Visits State
Experiment Stations

By Their
DWORDS—

Economists Study
Marketing Methods

Honorary Colonel Be Chosen At Dance
science, will be on the spot, because
they must select one girl from the
eleven to reign as Clemson's sweetheart for the next year.
The eleven girls and their dates
are Miss Helen Hair of Spartanburg,
for D. J. Ross; Miss Margie Conwell
of Atlanta for R. R. McLeod; Miss
Virginia Sadler of Clinton for Frank
Rogers; Miss Connie Vaughan of
Union for J. L. Gregory; Miss Nancy
Gilder Coleman of Greenwood for
P. D. Seabrook. Miss Bobbie Dial
of Laurens for P. W. McAllister;
Miss Katherine Jett of Spartanburg for L. B. Smith; Miss Caro-

Brigade Colonel
Injured In Wreck

One of the features attractions
The Newman Club arranged i
program for the entire season oi
of the college agricultural fair on
Lent, the chief feature of whicr.
March 22-23 will be the presentawill be a series of pulpit dialogue*
tion of a gigantic horse, show,
to be held every Wednesday evesponsored by the animal husbandry
ning at seven thirty in St. Andrew.'
department, it was learned' today
Chapel. Two speakers take part, on*
from Fair Chairman Marshall E.
will present the views of the AntiWalker.
Religionist by objecting to and ar"The show will get under way
guing against practices of the
at eight o'clock and will include
church; the other will use scripthe following events: Amateur
tures, philosophy, and reason to upthree - gaited horse class; horsehold or prove these practices and
manship class; five-gaited class,
beliefs. It will be conducted in the
road hack class; walking-horse
form of a public debate with the
class; young ladies horsemanship
purpose of bringing out the reasonclass; and gentleman amateur ridableness of the Church's positior.
ing class," Walker said.
regarding modern life. This type oi
The program wili be under the
religious program has been carried
direction of J. N. Broyles, animal
COLUMBIA, Feb. 26—(JP)—Reps. out with a great deal of interest
husbandry senior from Townville,
Graham of Florence and Vallen- in other American college chapelj
Walker said.
The dialogues are being conducttine of Orangeburg introduced a
bill today to authorize Clemson ed for the public, and anyone wish
College to issue $150,000 in revenue ing to present his views or question*
in writing to the speaker may df
bonds to improve its athletic faciliso and they will be discussed tin
ties. The bill was referred to the
following Wednesday.
House Ways and Means Committee.
Judson F. Chapin, pre-medicine
sophomore from Ridgewood, New
Jersey, was named Feature Writer
on the Junior Tiger Staff by The
Editors. Chapin has been on 'the
Miss Gladys Beach,
Dean at
W. E. Cline, mechanical engireportorial staff for two years. He
College, spoke at thi
will be in charge . of the regular/ neer, Newton, N. C., C. B. Poole, Anderson
mechanical engineer, Gaffney, G. YMCA Vespers here last Sunday.
feature columns of The Tiger.
In addition to his activities on F. Benjamin, mechanical engineer, Miss Beach's topic was "What every
the Tiger staff, Chapin has serv- Augusta, Ga., W. L. Richbourg, girl expects" in a man."
Miss Beach said that the main
ed as President of the Carnegie mechanical engineer, Liberty, J. E.
electrical
engineer, features a girl looks for in a man
Music Society for two years and Woodard,
Greenville, W. H. Wigington, elec- axe honesty, ambition, pleasing peris a member of the track team.
trical engineer, Andersop, J. C. sonality, moral character, and gooo
Hartley, electrical engineer, Bates- manners.
burg, and R. H. Walker, electrical
engineer from Appleton have been
selected for positions with General
Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean emeritus Electric Company.
T. F. Barton, class of 1906, manof the school of General Science,
A Naval Res erve Doctor will be
presented a lecture to a joint meet- ager of the New York office of the
ing of four women's clubs at Lan- General Electric Company, togeth- at the Hospital this afternoon at
der College Monday, February 24. er with A. F. Riggs, class of 1900, 3:00 to complete examinations ol
Dr. Daniel used for his subject district engineer for the Chicago those men who are interested in
"Thinking On Things That Are office of the General Electric Com- transferring their infantry company, and Mr. Fowler of the Green- missions for appointments in the
Beautiful."
ville office of the same company United States Navy.
selected these seniors when they
were here Wednesday, February
19th.
The men who were selected will
Dr. Robert Franklin Poole left assume their duties as employees
Company
Wednesday for an informal in- of the General Elctric
I admit I'm ignorant.
spection of the eastern Clemson upon. graduation, provided they are
-Cooling*
Experimental Stations.
not called into active service by the
Dr. Poole will visit the Florence, Army.
The Golden rule for 1941; Dc
Charleston, Sand Hills, Edisto and
unto others before they undo you.
Summerville Stations.
—Lant

Military Boll -

By MITCHELL SIMMONS
Eleven beautiful girls will be on a
pedestal and three Clemson officials
will be on the spot tomorrow night
when the annual Military Ball gets
underway with the Scabbard and
Blade banquet in the college mess
hall. ,
The eleven girls will be on a pedestal, because it is from them that
the honorary Clemson Cadet Colonel
for 1941 will be selected, and the
officials, J. C. Littlejohn, business
manager, Colone. Herbert M. Pool,
commandant, and Dr. D. W. Daniel,
retired dean of the school of general

group above. These men are the directors of the
fair, administrating all details through junior
assistants and the departmental heads of the
various departments in the school of agriculture.

Pershing Rifles, honor society for
underclassmen which elected its
sponsor during mid-winter dance
week-end, will be announced at an
impressive ceremony during the
dance.
First sergeants and junior staff
men will form the escort for the
honorary colonel and her date during the ceremony. She will be presented with a plaque by one of the
judges.
Grover H. Henry, treasurer- of the
CDA, has announced the block ticket price as two dollars.

You romantic fellows can't sleep
in my class.
The Department of Agricultural
—Hufford
Economics and Rural Sociology is
engaged in a study of marketing
I suppose you know what we
methods and practices
involving want with you?
—Helton
the principle fruit and vegetable
crops produced in the state.
/
Attention will be given to the
If you don't run over me, you
practices which have proven most can go.
—Ge4
successful and . recommendations
will be made looking toward the
You'll probably stay up all night
development of new outlets and
more adequate and efficient mar- studying for this quiz.
—J. E. Huntei
keting practices.
This country is in a hell of a
MINARETS EAT
The Minarets, honor architectur- fix.
—Walthoui
al society, held an informal banquet in Greenville last Friday at
I'll get my revenge when I corCharley's Steak House for members of the club and professors in rect these papers.
—Orena
the department
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An Age Of ReasonDespite the attitude of certain uninformed individuals who ridiculed the work
of state educational institutions on the
floor of the South Carolina House of Representatives last week, that body saw fit
to restore the pruned portion of the appropriations bill which was bleeding the
state colleges to death.
Thank God that the political leadership
of South Carolina is still cognizant of the
fact that democracy cannot rise above the
level of education.
To all who are familiar with the wor^ o
Clemson, the University, Citadel, and W
throp there is no question as to the wisdo
of the taxpayers of the state supporting
these institutions. They realize that it is
good business, not charity.

Honorary Cadet ColonelThis week she will be chosen—the <tedy
who will command the Clemson Cadet
Corps as Honorary Colonel for the ne^t
year.
There is the usual great amount o|
speculation as to whom the fortunatt
maiden will be who most impresses tbi
judges tomorrow night. They have thejr
standards of beauty, charm, poise and
grace which the feminine hopefuls must
measure up to.
Whoever she is, she must be a qusen fit
to rule if she is to climb into thelboots
which will be vacated by the charming
beauty, Colonel Pet Dargan, who succe«a>
ed Misses Peg Williams and Helen Miller

Survival Of The FittestThis week The Tiger carries a success
story. It tells of the employment of sevveral outstanding seniors by a reputable
engineering concern. These men were selected because it was proved through exhaustive tests given them by experts that
they knew a great deal about their respective professions.
The success of these men should be enlightening to many students who go
through school with the ambition to get
ahead no matter what the means. They
expect to always stay in the vanguard of
the successful through any underhanded
methods that their conniving minds can
develop. The majority of them succeed in
their schemes while in college they go so
with immunity because of the loyalty and
brotherhood that exists among students.
But the inevitable day of reckoning
comes when they meet with the realities of
life. The old school brotherhood is gone—
here it is every man for himself. And only
the fittest survive.

Help Feed The Innocent
Victims Of Hitler's WarThis week begins a campaign sponsored by the local chapter of the British
War Relief Society to solicit funds throughout the barracks which will be used toward
purchasing a rolling kitchen for the war
stricken areas in England. The campaign
will continue through this week.
Since the recent inauguration of the
society at Clemson, faculty members and
campus people, as well as several students
service organizations have heartily indorsed this humanitarian cause. The committees which were appointed to canvass
for membership and funds have met with
success.
Clemson students may do their bit in
support of the campaign by contributing
their dimes or dollars to their respective
company commanders or to Business Manager J. C. Littlejohn, Colonel Herbert M.
Pool or Professor John D. Lane.
H. W. H.

We SaluteThe Tiger this Week salutes Professor
Ben E. Goodale, of the Clemson dairy department for the many years of active service in campus organizations he has rendered. No one is more proud of Clemson
than he is. "Big Ben", as he is referred
to by his class of sophomores, came to
teach here more than eighteen years ago,
and has since been closely associated with
student extra-curricular activities.
During his first years here, he was on
the coaching staff and it was his duty to
enlighten the "not-so-good" footballers.
Later he was forced to retire from coaching because of his increasing scholastic
activities, but he probably knows more
about the athletic scene than any one
on the campus not actively associated with
the team.
He stands for everything that makes
for a better Clemson. Always ready to participate in humanitarian efforts, he has
done much toward the betterment of the
health standard of the community as a
whole. Always ready to give his fatherly
advice, he has become a dominant factor
in the lives of all the students with whom
he has come in contact. ■

Religious Emphasis Success
With Student CooperationIn less than two weeks the student body
will participate* in the annual Religious
Emphasis Week which is sponsored by the
churches on the campus. This year, a
novel feature has been introduced in that
the program will be directed by the students. Almost entirely all of the responsibility for the success of the program rests
with the student members of the steering
committee.
We think that the services this year will
attract many more members of the student body than previously attended them.
It is now a student affair. And the stigma
of compulsory attendance has been abolished.
The Tiger heartily commends the innovations that have been introduced into
the program. We have but one suggestion.
That is, could not the presidents and directors of the various campus organizations
do their bit by cancelling all meetings they
have scheduled during this week? We
think that this will enable many students
to attend the services who would otherwise feel obligated to be present at other
affairs.

Prepaid Dances For
Clemson Students?
The Tiger has been approached on the
subject of proposals to include in the tuition payments an allocation in the activity
fee sufficient to cover the cost of admittance at all Clemson dances. An attraction
that the proponents of this proposal offer
is free dancing classes to those students
who do not dance.
They also say that one of the main drawbacks to Clemson dances is the small
number of students who regularly attend
the various campus social affairs. They,
maintain that the "prepaid" dances and
free dancing lessons will eliminate all of
this.
j
The Tiger has no comment, as yet. But
we do propose to conduct a survey in o\ir
Popular Opinion column to determine t/ie
viewpoint of the students on this master.
On this we shall base our stands--

'Direful Spring . . .'
Spring, the good green goddess of life
and love, is being harnessed by HITLER and
MUSSOLINI for purposes alien to her nature.
"In a short while spring will come,"
cries MUSSOLINI, and then "the fun will
begin." HITLER, exulting that "spring is in
the air," warns that "from April on our
enemy can expect other things."
It is hardly news to the British that
there will be the devil to pay this spring.
What seems important is HITLER'S emphasis on his new U-boat campaign rather
than on invasion threats.
He said his submarines had knocked out
215,000 tons of enemy shipping in two days,
and indicated that this was just a curtainraiser on an all-out battle of blockade
which has only waited on the training of
U-boat crews.
German figures on torpedoed tonnage
are usually subject to discount. But there
is no discounting the reality of the U-boat
threat. Only the other day a "neutral naval
source" in London predicted a drive by 600
German subs against the British life-lines.
England's naval strength, much of it occupied in the Mediterranean, is woefully
thin for convoy purposes—even with the
50 destroyers she got from us, and with
her own hurry-up construction and repair
of warships.
She would be better situated to combat
this menace if she could regain the Irish
bases which she gave up only a few years
ago, but neutral Eire declines adamantly
to unhand them.
It seems certain that we may expectprobably soon after the lend-lease bill is
enacted—heavy pressure from London for
the transfer of additional American warships, or their use under our own flag for
convoy duty. It will be argued that American production of weapons for England
is bootless if the weapons must be transported with inadequate escort through
periscope-infested seas.
If we take
doesn't want,
portunity to
criminals and

the 450,000 people HITLER
he won't miss such an opfake records and send us
spies

Campus Camera

- REUNION •
WHEN1HE77* CONGRESS CONVENED.TWO EX-COLLEGE fDOMMATE5 RENEWED AN OLD ACQUAINTANCE. CAREERS OFSEN.BURTON
OF OHIO AND SEN. BREWSTER OF
MAINE ARE PARALLEL. BOTH
ATTENDED THE SAME COLLEGE,
BOTH ARE DEKBV BOTH WERE
ELECTED TO THE U.S. SENATE ON
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET IN THE
SAME ELECTION /

For two years Colonel Herbert
M. Pool, commandant, has been
casting about for a means of improving the record of Clemson men
at the summer ROTC
training
camp at Anniston, Alabama.
It is common knowledge that the
records of Clemson men are the
lowest of any group attending the
camp. Clemson ROTC men who
attended the camp say that this is
because there is a tendency on the
part of the company officers to
ignore, the large group when the
honors are passed out at the end
i camp. In other words, they say,
students from Wofford, and other
schclpls which do not have a large
numtoer represented, receive slight
unintentional favoritism because
they come from a small group.
Colonel Pool doe? not agree
with this idea. He thinks ttfaf
Clemson men are' at the bottom of the list because they do
not particularly try to make
\ good records. He is not sure
just why Clemson students
should try less to make good
camp records than students
from other schools, but it has
been suggested that if the "big
thirteen" were announced after camp, instead of before the
end of school, the Clemson men
would have more to "work for,"
and would make better records.
Whether delaying the naming of
the "big thirteen" will affect the
camp records, may be determined
this summer. For Colonal Pool is
seriously considering withholding
the appointments until after camp.
Under this system, the retiring big
thirteen would make Its recommendations, and after camp the
training record of each man would
be compared with his school record, and the big thirteen for next
year selected.
These men would then remain at
camp or come to Clemson for about
a week to make recommendations
for the remainder of the student
officers. In general, the appointments would be made in the same
manner, and by the same group.
They would, however, be made after camp.
A YARN
It happened in Washington. Jimmie Lever, Neil Elphick, and I
were coming out of a gigantic rally
of the American Youth Congress.'
A non-descrlpt sort of fellow was
walking along the side of Senator
Lever, and In the scuffle to get
out of the auditorium proceeded to
make conversation with Lever.
"Ah! goot spitches we hear
tonight, Yah?", the fellows said
to Jimmie.
"Yah," Senator r>ever said,
"Yah, Yah."
"Better than that trash we
hear on Capitol Hill, Yah?,"
the fellow said.
"Yah,
Yah," Lever
said,
"Yah!"
The fellow beamed up. He was
all smiles in his approval of
his new comrade, Lever. Lever,

FUTILE FEUD
The Damon and Pythias in"Backward" Brittain, now the soul survivor of ye olde Fifth Column, has
come forward and forced him to
cry out in the defense of his
friend (?) McKinney. He subtly
suggested that I am no columnist
and that McKinney is the best
there is. I never said he wasn't.
Brittain also said that I would be
better at raising hogs. I don't
think so—I'm in the bull department. And speaking of bull, isn't
the word Brittain synonymous with
John BULL? Remember the words
of the immortal Shakespeare, Brittain, who said:
"He who steals my purse steals
trash, but he who robs me of my
good name does not enrich himself,
but leaves me poor." (Or something like that).
As the honorable Brittain has
championed McKinney, let me say
a word in the behalf of Kit Bailey,
in reference to the case of Brittain
vs. Bailey on the charge of plagiarism.
If Miss Bailey stole the
column from Brittain, where does
Brittain think he got it?
The very foundations of journalism will be rocked this week-end
when two great journalistic minds
(?) clash. McKinney has challenged your columnist to a duel to
the death in Columbia this weekend. To avoid being branded a
coward in the eyes of the entire
state of South Carolina, I accept
his challenge of said duel which
reads as follows:
You Journalistic scum,
To decide which is the better
man, I hereby challenge you to
a duel with feather pillows at
twenty paces. If you do not accept said challenge within three
days, I shall brand you a coward on every college campus in
South Carolina.
Your journalistic superior,
McKinney.
however, lost himself in the
The die is cast! Show no mercy!
crowd, and met Elphick and
But as the challenged individual,
me at the entrance to the auI claim the right of weapons.
ditorium.
Creampuffs at 40 paces! May the
best man win. And thanks loads
MORE MILITARY
fo' the invite, Jim, it shore is rite
Colonel Pool has suggested that obligin' of you—you cad.
the present volume of cadet regulations needs revision. We agree.
SPRING GLEANINGS
Many of the regulations, although
With the coming of the spring, a
good in their time, nave seen their young man's fancy turns—and so it
day.
goes with the Zooites. With the
In other words many of the coming of this spring, a few helpful
regulations are. antiquated.
They hits from our cousins at the Zoo
should be brought up to date. We, on how to get that man. One gal
for example, can't see very much says she just takes her glasses off
use in leaving a regulation in the and waits—and waits and waits.
book which says that "students Another gal says she concentrates
cannot get a hair-cut between No- on her dreamy eyes. Mary Francais
vember and March." But it is Johnson says "Feed 'em". Mary
there.
Francais goes with a Clemson caNo group, is as well qualidet. His name is Shelton Jones,
fied to revise the regulations
but they call him "Skeleton Bones".
as the Company Commander's
In a dance hall just off the, camclub. These men know what
pus of the University of New
should be, and what should
Hampshire there is a sign over the
not be regulations, and should
door which reads. "Pass out at your
be anxious to do this job for
own risk."
Colonel Pool and college auWe had the flu and now it looks
thorities.
So far as we can
as though we may have a seige of
learn they have accomplished
measles. They seem to have broken
exactly nothing during the
out on every campus. What next?
school year that they have been
T. B.? Consumption be done about
a supposedly active organizait?
tion. A thorough revision of the
book of regulations would, for
this year, definitely make the
Company Commanders' Chub a
*:*
leadership organization.
Colonel Pool finishes his teaching duties each week on Wednesday. It is well that he does. He
needs the rest of the week to handle the weekend leave permit problem, which is becoming more and
more a problem. Yesterday afternoon, Colonel Pool had already examined more than 500 permits this
week.
This Is an unusual week for permits—due to the boxing tournament
in Columbia—but permit business
is rushing in the Commandant's office any week. Colonel Pool could
make it lighter on himself by letting Sergeant Lasnick or one of his
subordinates handle the refusals,
but that is not the way he handles
things. He personally inspects every
permit that is submitted, and grants
all that are permissible under present regulations.
It has been estimated that more
than half of the permits which
are granted are for seniors. This
is true because seniors find it imperative to leave school more frequently than underclassmen. There
is the matter of jobs to be looked
after, for example. If seniors were
allowed to leave for the weekend
after their last class of the week,
the permit problem, it seems, would
be largely solved.
We
think that seniors have
enough wits to not abuse this priviledge if it were granted. And we
think that they rate it.
If not
permanently, we suggest that the
plan be given a trial period of,
perhaps, three weeks.

Letters To
Tom Clemson
Dear Tom:
During the past week-end I had
the occasion to sit at the same
table in the mess hall with a student visiting from another school.
Frankly, I was quite embarrassed.
The other boys at the table did not
show any consideration of the fact
that we had a visitor at our table
and forgot all of the table manners that they should know.
I am not in
favor of having
"company manners," but I am in
favor of being a gentleman at the
table whether in the mess hall, at

home, or in the home of a friend.
At this time I would like to suggest to all that students who have
let their table manners slip brush
up on them and be gentlemen at
the table under all conditions.
Tom, I would also like to commend the Tiger Brotherhood in
their venture to improve the table manners, etc., at Clemson.
Bobby Hempstead.
Dear Tom:
In view of the forthcoming agricultural fair which will take place
in a few weeks, I think we ag stu-

—that at long last Trout-Mouth
—that Ed Young missed a spehas got a picture of a girl for cial adventess by staying home
himself. Maybe the corporals over with the measles Monday.
—oscar says—
there will be able
to take theri
—that he (oscar) knows of no
girls' pictures out of the trunks
better way for the new colonel to
now.
start off than by following in Col—oscar says-—
—that he (oscad) hears soph onel Pet's footsteps.
Daisy Richardson was the belle
—oscar says—
—that he notices that Cooner is
of the brawl at Converse the other
lending his girl to his chief this
week-end.
—oscar says—
week-end. Maybe Holley can't get
—that after several months ang- a vote.
ling, Captain Carder has at last
—oscar says—
—that he (oscar) thinks that the
been sucked in. The Anderson lady
will escort him to the Blade So- young man who wants to patrol
the quadrangle at 3:30 a. m. should
cial this week-end.
■—oscar says—
be a little quieter.
—that this quotable quote should
—oscar says—
—that the textile boys shouldn't
be number one in anybody's book.
—"Olin, I have never had a late make crow calls at games. It's
really embarassing to those sitting
date in my life."—Cope.
—oscar says—
near the object of their affec—that Pie Lightsey, his date, and tions.
her uncle who's gonta act as cha-^—S£HS J13DSO
—that the "F" Couple, Fritz and
peron this week - end should have
a big week-end—playing
three Felkel made a lonely pair.
—oscar says—
handed setback or pinochle.
—that he (oscar)
is planning
—oscar says—
a
drive
to
shoe the shoeless won—that maybe the C. D. A. aint
happy but from the looks of old der of the band. Those boots don't
mother hubbard's dance roster, all look as if they will stand much
the ferns up for the "rat races" more wear.
—oscar says—should have a big time cause the
—that he (oscar) hopes the judges
stags will be knee deep.
surprise
everyone
including them—oscar says—
—that maybe we ain't in love selves and pick a honorary cadet
with "Herr Hitler," but at least colonel that no one is expecting.
the seniors can thank him (or cuss Not even she.
—oscar says—
him)
for giving everybody a
—that for "Sponsorless" Pitchyear's work.
ford
(the
blade
without a date) he
—oscar says—
—that he (oscar) knows about (oscar) suggests Nancy. For further
the "girls in every school" boast details ask the band boys.
—oscar says—
of Big Job Lanford, Ijut the one
—that he (oscar) and his secret
he had here is a new one. Anyoperatives
saw some mighty nice
how, he and Cat Hicks really made
a homey couple drinking from the new furniture going into the clubrooms last week.
same bottle at the grill.
—oscar says—
—oscar says——that
he's heard of the con—that
these
correspondence
courses that Pete Coker carries on quests of one Teaspoon Cic Fostei
(the p-driver) and the holes he's
might really blossom into some- driven in to some of the freshthing if he could see what he was man on his company, but he (Oswriting all those letters to.
car) insists that you can't drive i
—oscar says—
a tack hammer.
—that from the looks of things, spike with ■—oscar
says—
the junior snatch boys are going
—that bust sheet and Sergean'
to have open season at the mill- West are synonymous as the nut
try affair scheduled this week-end. season rounds the corner, and he
At least, they should know enough (oscar) wonders if the young Nato bring up some choice late date poleon will bust the college clock
material for their superiors (in next for not being on time at
formations.
rank).
—oscar eays—

—oscar 6ays—

—that for all the boxers who go
—that he (oscar) hopes Doc runs
out of headache powders before to battle for our alma mater this
Friday. Inspection would be a sure weekend he (oscar) wishes much
success; may 911 score knockouts.
bet for cancellation, then.
—oscar says—■—oscar sayB—
—that he warns all the studes
—that Colonel Ross won't be able to beware of the tall grasses and
to handle even a saber with one the snakes that lurk therein durwing in a sling ....
ing the dances this week-end.
—oscar says—

—that the great Rutledge's sergeant Thames is carrying a good
snatch too far when he attempts
to bust several insignificant little
junior privates
"for laughing in
the mess hall."

—oscar says—

—that
Jean of Switchboard
Fame swooped down on a certain
individual in the Main Building
yesterday. And he (oscar) got a
sody for the promise to keep mum.
—oscar says—

—that he (oscar) wouldn't know,
—that there's one guy whom tout there are some mighty malicious rumors making the rounds
even he (oscar) can't run down.
which say that the Scabbard and
—oscar says—
Bleed boys are drafting their
—that the "greased pig" pig act stooges for post-walking duty afplanned for the horse show is some ter the dances this week-end.
innovation. Musta been some in—-oscar says—
genius prof who thought it up. The
—that these items some louses
bull throwing stuff just naturally send to him (oscar) about themselves really get in his hair!
follows.
—oscar says—

HAVE!

By MAYNARD PEARLSTINE
FLIGHT SEVEN
By ROBERT E. JOHNSON
An eventful
tale of two boys
with
aeronautical ambitions is
Flight Seven.
We see one make
his start
at the Boeing School,
become a flight
liutenant on
an air transport, and finally with
hopes of captaining a new crosscountry Mainliner. The other of'
the two stays on the ground, but
takes specialized training in many
fields of airplane mechanics, and
experiences the thrills of servicing
the big ships and sending them in
the air. But his
ambition and
training carry him far, for he
becomes in time the station manager of a big-city airport.
Mr. Johnson weaves into
the
story of Flight Seven, a story of
the airlines, much technical and
general information about the airplane and the history of its industry. Yarns, tales are there too of
the daring pilots of the early days,
and the risks they took with the
advent of night flying. No radio
beams to lead them then, but only
ground flares seen dimly through
the darkness.
Simple, easy going is the style
of the author, but yet the narrative moves at a swift pace. A narrative that Will be heartily welcomed by many young men thinking of careers in aviation.
An official of United Air Lines,
Mr. Johnson is not a pilot, but has
nevertheless
flown over 150,000
passenger miles. Born in Yakima,
Washington and graduated from
the University at Seattle, he entered aviation
in 1929 with the
Boeing Airplane Co.
Two years
later he went to United when
when it was formed from a combination of Boeing Air Transport
and other lines.
Flight Seven is one of a series
of Dodd, Mead career books, selected from hundreds of suggestions for such novels, and should
prove to be one of the most popular.
dents should refrain from walking
across the grass in front of the
agricultural and dairy buildings.
I know most of us are guilty of
this, but let's keep off the grass
so that our campus will look good
when the fair comes off.
Bob Stoddard.

When, if ever, do you plan to marry? What income do you
set as necessary? Would you agree to allow your wife to
work? Does the present international crises affect your decision?
By S. C. STRIBLING
M. M. Brackett (3) Hendersonville, N. C. As soon as I finish
school. $250 a month. No. No.
B. B. Knight (2) Greenville. It'll
be a long time. $150 a month.' No.
No.
W. L. Whisnant (1) Charlotte, N.
C. Some day. $50 a week. She's got
to.,work if she marries me.
W. H. Wigington (4) Anderson.
It'll be five or six years. $2000 a
year. No sir. Not a bit.
J. O. Dysart (2) Greenville. Never.
Bill Bristol (2) New Port Richey,
Fla. When I can find one I can
wrap around my little finger. $200
a month. No. It will cause me to
get married much sooner.
W. P Triplett (1) Chesterfield.
In the near future—as soon as
Winthrop is out for the summer.
$12.50 a week. Yes. No.
W. L. Richburg (4) Liberty. It'll
be about three years. $2000 a year.
Yes. I believe that the present international situation will enable
me to get married a little sooner.
Max Holland (1) Hartwell, Ga.
Whenever my girl decides she likes
Clemson better than the army. $50
a week. No. No.
L. R. Mellichamp (2) Anderson,
S. C. I expect to get married when
the right woman comes along. $40
a week. No. Considerably.
L. W. Kelly (1) Lake City. June
1, 1941. $145 a month. No. No.
J. R. Austell (4) Shelby, N. C.
If my girl in Greenville doesn't
make up her mind, I guess it will
be when I get out of the Air Corp,
if I get in the Air Corp. Enough so
I won't have to have an ice man.
No. Definitely, yes.
W. C. White (3) Rock Hill. I

haven't
any
prospects. $200 i
month. No. No.
F. C. Rogers (1) Spartanburg
When I get the girl I want. At least
$3000 a year. No. No.
B. G. McKnight (4) Kannapolis
N. C. As soon as I can make enough
money and find the right girl. $150
a month. No. It doesn't.
E. G. Orahood (2) Sandersville,
Ga. In 4 years. $150 a month. No
No.
C. L. Simmons (4) Spartanburg
As soon as I am able to settle down
in one place with $200 a month
Yes. If I am called to the army
I will try to settle down as soon ai
possible after my service.
H. T. McGill (2) Kingstree. Wher,
I finish school. $2,000 a year. No.
No.
G. O. Perkins (2) Philadelphia,
I don't know. $100 a month. No. No.
G. M. Bonnette (4) Florence. S
years. $150 a month. No. Yes.
W. P. Crenshaw (1) Charleston.
As soon as I find the girl. $150 a
month. No. No.
C. H. Culler (2) Orangeburg.
About 4 years. $150 a month. No
No.
J. K. Benfield (4) York. When
I'm 25. $3,000 a year. No. No.
J. K. Windell (2) Rock Hill.
Within 3 years after I graduate.
$50 a week. No. Yes.
H. A. Coleman (3) Mt. Pleasant.
As soon as I can. $164 a month.
No. Yes, it's the difference between
$22 a week and $164 a month.
S. J. Wilson (2) Allendale. Any
time I can find a girl that will have
e. $25 a week. Yes. Yes.
R. S. Maloomson (1) Swansea,
ass. 2 years after I get out of
oilege. $60 a week. No. No.
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Senior Council Proposes Constitution For Student Government
To Present Bill
To Student Body
For Approval
A constitution, to be known as
The Constitution For The Student
Body of Clemson College, has been
drafted by the Senior Council, student governing body, and will be
submitted to the student body for
approval in the near future, it was
announced this week by Roy
Pearce, chairman of the council.
Pearce said in making this announcement that the need for some
specific instrument by which the
Senior Council, and the officers of
the various classes could, without doubt or hesitation decide what
policies to adopt and what rules to
follow in controlling student government affairs, has been needed
for some time.
The constitution has been in the
process of completion since last
summer. It is now virtually complete and will soon be presented to
the cadet corps.
It will contain specific information concerning the exact functions
of the senior council, the method
for its election, and the number of
students to compose the council.
Also it will cover dates and methods for the election of the officers of the various classes and the
requisites necessary to be eligible
for a class office. Included will" be
provisions for the Senior Council
and other student representatives
to meet with the trustees, and
school officials concerning the problems confronting the cadet corps.
Upon the completion of the constitution, a copy of it will be
submitted to college officials for
their approval or recommendations
for changes.
Shortly after, the
Tiger will print a complete draft
of the constitution in order that
all students may be able to have
a copy
for study before being
asked to express their
opinions
pending its adoption.

Dancing Class
Ends Course
Three classes in ball room dancing under the direction of Cadets
C. B. Fillers and M. E. Abrams,
instructed by Mrs. "Mfnk" Lineberger, have been successfully completed. The students
have also
completed a short, but important,
course in ballroom etiquette. The
boys in these classes have mastered the waltz and fox-trot, and at
least 30 per cent
of them can
"jitterbug."
A dance is in the offing for the
members of the dancing classes,
and it is hoped that the campus
girls, and girls from nearby towns
will be on hand to add to the
merry-making.
Girls who assisted Mrs. Lineberger with
the instructions are
Misses' Kathleen
Hall, Caralyn
McCollum, Marion Rainer, Dot
Cook, Myra Musser, Mary Bowen
Aull, Helen Evans,
Nellie Sue
Evans, June Feeley, and Jimmie
Ferrier, all of which are campus
girls.
Also Misses Ann Hckett,
Pat Noble,
and Ada Abercrobee
from Central.
If present plans are carried out,
another series of lessons will begin
around March 15th.

Washington Commentator Writes
About Lever, Elphick, Simmons
The following article was carried
in the Greenville News Sunday
before last in the column 'Around
Washington", written by Porter
McKeever, who has been termed
the coming commentator of Washington:
WASHINGTON, Feb. 15 —
South Carolina can be justly
proud of its rising generation
if the three young men from
Clemson College who were in
Washington observing the American Youth Congress are at
all representative.
/
Branding the AYC as a communist dominated organization is
an easy and popular thing to do.
But to their credit and the credit
of Clemson, this is not the reason
they arrived at the conclusion that
"the American Youth Congress has
nothing to offer the youth of South
Carolina."

Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the department of agricultural economics and rural sociology, and Mr.
M. C. Rochester will leave this
week for St. Louis, Mo., where
they will attend a conference of
Southeastern
and
Midwestern
economists engaged in land tenure
research. The conference is being
sponsored by the Farm Foundation
in Chicago.
The purpose of the conference
is to review all research now being conducted in this field and to
plan for regional studies designed
to prevent duplication of effort to
promote efficiency.
The meetings will begin on February 28 and will end March 1. It
will be attended by the outstanding economists in the Southeastern
district, including Virginia, North
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Kentucky,
and also those representing the
Midwestern district.

Peterson Ends
Farm Research
Dr. M. J. Peterson, assistant agricultural economist for the South
Carolina experiment station, has
just completed an extensive study
of farm management and organization in Anderson County.
The results of the study will appear shortly in bulletin form and
should be extremely valuable in assisting farmers to plan their 1941
operations with a view to obtaining the largest possible return.

Agnes Scott And
Tech At Vespers

Look Your Best In
Clothes Cleaned

16 E. COFFEE ST.

Greenville, S. C.

Steak House

Furman Graduate
To Be Speaker
On Program Here

Ag Economists To
Land Conference

Bright Sayings
The face of one Anderson mother is still red after an unexpected
remark from seven-year-old Junior on the occasion of a pop call
by the minister.
Junior asked:
Vesper services here Sunday will
"Mother, is that the man who
be conducted by delegations from
wins all of dad's money?"
Agnes Scott ,College and Georgia
Tech. They will be accompanied by
Mr. Charlton Commander,
who
graduated at Clemson.
A delegation from V. P. I. will
be invited to hold the services on
Sunday, March 16. On March 23,
the
celebrated
quartette
from
Hampton Institute in Virginia will
appear on the Vesper Program.

Charlie' s

Miller, supervisor of the experiment, is pictured at right inspecting some of the
cheese now stored in the tunnel. Foreign conditions have eliminated the original
French Roquefort cheese from the American seen and a successful conclusion to
the Clemson experiment will open another important marke for dairy products in
the Southeast. Resuts of the experiment will be known at the end of th "curing
period" In July.

PIONEERING—The Clemson College "Roquefort Cheese" experiment has passed
its reali preliminary stages and the cheese is now being cured in the Stump
House Mountain Tunnel near Walhalla. This tunnel, pictured at left, was started
in 1852 by the Blue Ridge Railroad, but work was abandoned at the outbreak of
the Civil War and never resumed. The pictures show an airtight brick wall in the
background, constructed to keep temperature and humidity constant. Dr. P. G.

—By-

BODIFORD'S
CLEMSON, S. C.

CANDIDATES:—For presidency of the YMCA
are J. R. Sosnowski and H. L. Sturgis. In the
race for vice-president are T. E. Garrison and D.
A. Bisset. J. W. Skardpn and T. W. Gage are the

nominees for recording secretary. The election
will be held at Vesper Services Sunday. All
members of the student body who attend the
services will take part in the election.

Brock On State
Interview Tour

Carnegie Society
Has Regular Meet

Professor J. L. Brock, department of industrial education, is
touring1 the state with Mr. B. R.
Turner, state superintendent of
trade and
industrial education,
visiting
and
interviewing
the
teachers in the various parts of the
state with the purpose of aiding
and advising them.

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony was
the major work on the program
presented to the Carnegie Music
Society Monday night by Paul
Bolin.
This is the first album to be
purchased by the Society as a perminant addition to Carnegie record
library.

VISITS CAMPUS
James H. Boulware who graduated in dairying at Clemson in
1932, and who later received his
masters degree from the University of California, was a visitor on
the campus Friday, February 21.
Lt. Boulware was enroute to Camp
Croft located in Spartanburg. There
.he will assume" his duties at C^mp
Croft as Captain and company
ONE-MINUTE ANSWERS
1. Mary Roberts Rinehart.
2. Zero.
3. Canberra.

TO NEW POST
J. Tom Rogers,
graduate
of
Clemson in Agricultural Education,
and teacher of agriculture at
Woodruff, S. C, was recently appointed Assistant County Agent for
Spartanburg County. He succeeds
W. T. Martin, also a Clemson
graduate, who goes to Union County as the new County Agent.

ONE-MINUTE TEST
1. What American novelist started her career as a nurse?
2. What Is the latitude of the
equator?
3. What is the capital of Australia?

CLEMSON
GRILL

• 14 Pendleton Street

Greenville, S. C.
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Continued From Page 6
sentative of American Youth,
yet continues to flaunt itself as
the AMERICAN YOUTH Congress.
The youth of the South are'not
self satisfied. No longer are they
content to be like the three little
monkeys who "see no evil, hear no
evil, speak no evil"—about ourselves. Long past we've ceased to
bury our heads in the warm sands
of smug complacency.
The South's youth today are fired with enthusiasm and an awareness of this region's needs. They
are willing to substitute service for
avarice, society for self.
They aren't ignorant on' national issues, either. They will tell you
that they believe in military conscription of youth (as opposed to
the AYC), that they believe in the
preservation of the American way
of life (as opposed to the AYC),
that they believe in the wisdom of
the Lend-Lease bill as the best
insurance to safeguard that way (as
opposed to the AYC), that they
deem the liberty they know worth
fighting for (as opposed to the
AYC. Ladies, they are not asleep or
ignorant" of these problems, as
discussed — one-sidedly—by the
American Youth Congress,
Neither -are they self-satisfied, They posess a real awareness of the needs of this state,
this region, and the nation.
Young people are discussing
the problems arising out of our

If you buy a lot
$5.00 Down, $1. per Week

N.

o. MCDOWELL

Phone 6160 or 2597
Greenville, S. C.

BETTER
FURNITURE
Better Prices

PIEDMONT

ONE-MINUTE TEST
1. Who composed the Kreutzel
sonata?
2. Who wrote the lines, "O sleeps
it is a gentle thing, Beloved from
pole to pole"?
3. Is mistletoe the state flower o»
any state in the United States?
If so, which one?
\
ONE-MINUTE ANSWERS
1. Ludwig Von Beethoven.
2. Samuel Taylor Coleridge.
3. It! is the state flower of Oklahoma.
serious economic and social status. They can discuss intelligently the questions of low per
capita income, the dual costs
of dichotomy of education, the
lack of jobs for the trained
youth of the region, the problems arising out of our biracial population, the political
and social prejudice and bias
lingering from Reconstruction
memories, or heavy educational load, our lack of technology,
our undeveloped natural and
human resources, and a host of
other problems.
Yet, to the gullible the American Youth Congress promises
to solve all these problems and
more overnight merely by abolishing the poll tax and outlawing Jim Crowism.
Students In the South know
these problems and they are
seeking a solution—through the
social process, not through revolution. They believe that
much harm and little good
comes from revolution!

v:^:'y

The College
Cafe
One Of
South Carolina's
Finest Restaurants
Will each week award a
free steak dinner to an outstanding Clemson College
Cadet. George Cavalaris,
owner, has announced this
week's winner to be:

Intermission

CLEMSON CADETS
COME TO SAM'S LUNCH
"WHERE QUALITY FOOD IS SERVED"
Greenville, S. C.

Tastes good...costs little
and swell tun to chwifs DOUBLEMINT GUM

Guaranteed A
Home

CLEMSON MEN ARE ALWAYS

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM NO. 1

Lever Answers

In all the discussions they
manifested a keen awareness of
the problems of South Carolina,
of the South, and of the na' tion. Their approach to these
problems was unselfish, unprejudiced,
and
progressive.
Their objection to the Youth
Congress was not alone that
it is Communist dominated,
but that it offers little or no
constructive program. It is
"against" the lease-lend bill, it
is "against" the aid to Britain, it is "against" the selective
service program, it is "against"
racial discrimination.
Elphick, Simmons and Lever recognized that young people wanted to be "for'' things. They want
a positive, constructive, forwardlooking program, and not a negative, destructive, back-biting list
of real and fancied injustice. Thera
was a day when the American
Youth Congress had such a program and they were right in concluding that it cannot be found
in the American Youth Congress,
today.
But the tolerance, foresight,
energy and wisdom which these
young men are bringing to this
and other vital problems of
our time and section show
clearly that the future is safe
in hands such as theirs.

Will Be Open For

109 College Street

WELCOME AT

Dr. Edwin McNeil Poteat, pastor
of the Euclid Avenue Baptist
Church of Cleveland, Ohio, who
will be the guest speaker for the
religious emphasis programs during the week of March 17, will be
in a rival camp when he comes
to Clemson, having graduated from
Furman University.
Dr. Poteat, at one time an outstanding Furman basketball star,
received his degree at the Southern Theological Seminary, and later had honorary degrees conferred
on him by Wake Forest, Hillsdale
College, and Duke University.
From 1917 to 1926 he served as a
missionary of the Southern Convention at Kaifeng, Honan, China,
and afterwards as associate professor of philosophy and ethics,
University of Shanghai.
In 1929 he became the minister
of the Pullen Memorial Church,
Raleigh, North Carolina, where he
served until he was called to the
Euclid Avenue Baptist Church, in
1937. '
Dr. Poteat is the author of several
bocks, the latest of which are "Centurion,'' a dramatic narrative poem,
"These Shared His Passion, These
share His Cross", published by Harper's, and also, "Coming To Terms
With the Universe."
Dr. Poteat is active in civic and
religious committees in connection
with Baptist and inter-denominational activities.
He has spoken at meetings at
the Universities
of Mississippi,
Georgia, South Carolina, North
Carolina, Virginia, Richmond, Missouri, at Yale University; and at
Wooster, Oberlin, Wake-Forest, William and Mary, Agnes Scott, and
Mercer.

An education is worthwhile
only if it develops curiosity
and a desire to learn. It is
valuable only if it enables an
objective analysis of the facts
which curiosity has developed.
By this standard, Neil C. Elphick, of Greenville, Mitchell F.
Simmons, Greer, and James J.
Lever, Columbia, former executive editors of THE TIGER,
are well educated.
Curiosity about the much pufolized and controversial youth organization brought them to Washington on their own hook. Once
here, they were able to reach a
conclusion judiciously, tolerantly,
and wisely.
They talked to all
groups. I sat with them through
a luncheon with the Washington

correspondent of the official Communist newspaper, "THE DAILY
WORKER." Their questions were
pointed, actual, frank. Not unti!
they weighed what they had seer,
and heard did they decide that the
that the organization was not for
them or for any of South Carolina
youth.

G.H.BailesCo
Anderson's Outstanding Dept. Store

Welcomes Clemson Cadets

JARMON
FRIENDLY SHOES

For Men Ahd Young Men

FURNITURE CO.

AH New Styles. . . $5.00

'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville"

19 East Coffee and
115 North Brown

Anderson, S. C.

MITCHELL SIMMONS

We think that he deserves
a free steak dinner and a
clipping of this adi will
pay for it.
Watch this space each
week for the cadet of the
week—the winner of a
steak dinner. •
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Plans For Agricultural Fair To Be Held March 22 & 23 Announced
«> —

Chairman Walker
Says Completion
Of Projects Near
Preparations for the college agricultural fair to be held here on
March 22-23 are well under way
according to an announcement
made today by Fair Chairman Marshal E. Walker. In making the announcement Walker said that most
of the details for the presentation,
of the Fair have been worked out,
but additional suggestions were in
order from those student who would
like to help with the fair arrangements.
Every department in the a,g
school has been busy for several
weeks on their respective exhibits,
Walker said, and will be ready
to demonstrate many scientific oddities when the Fair convens.
"In addition to the scientific exhibits a vast program of entertainment has been arranged, all of
which will go toward making the
exposition
unrivaled
anywhere,
"Walker said.
One of the feature attractions
of the Fair
Walker continued,
will be the persentation of a gigantic horse show to be held on
the athletic field Saturday night,
March 23. In addition to the showing of the horses many novelty
acts will be presented. This program will be conducted by the animal husbandry department. This
department will also have several
exhibits demonstrating some of the
cultural practices in the raising of
animals.
The agricultural engineering department will present a miniature
electrified faring itiemonstrating*modern water systems and modern
greenhouse
heating
apparatus.
Some of the latest and newest
types of farm machinery will also
be demonstrated.
The agronomy department will
demonstrate water culture in growing live plants. Fertilizer demonstrations giving deficiencies and requirements of fertilizer constituents as well as laboratory methods in the determination of plant
nutrients will be shown, Walker
said.
In addition to demonstrating
many horticultural practices the
horticulture exhibit will include the
showing of a huge sweet potato
weighing a hundred pounds. Floral
and garden plants under different experimental conditions will
also be shown.
Rural education practices, farm
management practices, demonstrations on the economics of South
Carolina agriculture, will be some
of the main attractions of the agricultural economics exhibit.
In the exhibit sponsored by the
dairy department the following
things may be seen, according to
Walker, the churning and printing
of butter with most modern equipment; the pastuerization of milk;
and butterfat determinations. Besides this, Walker said, there will
be a demonstration of animal digestion through an open window in
the stomach of a living calf.
"The departments of agricultural
education, bacteriology poultry, and
the 4 H club will also have exhibits, Walker said," the details of
which are still incomplete."
"Every member of the agricultural school, as well as many faculty members are co-operating and
everything will be in readiness for
huge exposition on March 22-23",
Walker said.
GETS NEW POSITION
George Irby, who graduated in
Chemistry in 1940, and who since
graduation has been assistant to
Dr. Paul Miller, associate dairyman of the Experiment Station
staff, recently accepted a new position with a paper plant at Brevard, N. C.
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IClemson Close-Ups

—By J. Herbert McCoy

DISC-overy
By Chopin

By STAN WILLIAMSON

5O0 — BUJCK-'C'C uue>

Students Show
Way To Make'
Democracy Safe
By Student Opinion Surveys.
If Democracy is' : to be safeguarded, it is important and necessary that. American colleges and
universities teach the youth of the
nation the facts about
foreign
"isms" that threaten the world
today. That is the o....pinion of
a two-thirds ■ majority of collegians the country . over, reflected
in a scientific manner
through
Student Opinion Surveys of America.
The Tiger is one of the sponsoring
undergraduate
newspapers
that make possible the accurate
measurements of American collegiate thought. The
polls
are
conducted locally by each newspaper by means .of a representative sampling, and the national
returns are then tabluated at the.
Surveys headquarters at the University of Texas.
The European decable has forced
attention on a long-evaded prob-,
lem: how to inform Americans of
totalitarian ideology and at. the
same time not endanger our democratic institutions. "Stop teaching these 'isms' in our colleges"
has been the demand most often
heard. But men of greater discernment have
questioned
the
wisdom of 'prohibiting instruction
in these forms of government.
What do students themselves think
about this, they who are actually
taking the courses? Should the
college continue to present "the
facts about that communism, socialism, naziism,
and fascism?"
With that question Surveys" interviewers approached a cross section of collegians. Here are the

J. E. Sirrine & Company
Engineers
Greenville, South Carolina

PSA Delegation
Visits Athens

Shoot the

A deputation group form
the
PSA spoke at the First Presbyterian church in Athens, Ga., Sunday. Bob Stoddard presided, and
Ed Brooks spoke on "Prayer" at
Sunday school. Speakers at the Vespers service were Bill Cline, Bob
Stoddard, and Bay Cooper. Ed
Friday Afternoon. February 28—
Brooks and E. V. Legare led the Four Mothers.
devotional, while O. A. Mays, bass
The four Lane sisters again. Resolist, provided the music for the
viewed last week.
services.
Friday night, February 28—The
Long Voyage Home.
This is the movie presentation
of Eugene O'Neill's play $ drama
on the
seas. It is all about a
Coming back strong in the sec- steamer running the blockade durond half, the Greenville Red Raid- ing the last war, trying to
get
ers nosed the Clemson Cubs 39- home. The thoughts of home and
38 in one of the hardest fought safety affect each member of the
freshman games this year. Paced crew in a different way. Not to
by Furman Riddle, who was held be missed if you enjoy good acting.
scoreless in the first half, the Raid- John Wayne, Thomas Mitchell,
ers broke loose in the last few sec- Ian Hunter.
onds of the game to sink the winSaturday March 1 — Michael
ning goal.
Shayne Detective.
Outstanding ' for the Cubs was
Another "Who-done-lt," starring
forward George Price whose pass Lloyd Noland an£ Marjorie Weainterception and shooting gave him ver. Nolan is a private detective
16 points and high scorer for the who is hired to trail Miss Weaver
night.
who is in the financial clutches
of a cad. There is a murder, but
answers: •
Nolan saves the day. A little betYES, teach the facts.... ....66%
ter than average murder mystery.
NO, do not teach them ....34
Monday, March 3—Arizona.
It is in the comments made by
A super western starring Jean
students that one finds the real Arthur and William Holden. There
significance of this study. While is plenty of excitement and killin'
a definite
two-thirds
majority of Indians, but is best noted for its
believes it is necessary that youth great outdoor shots.
be told what these "isms" are about
Tuesday night, March 4.— Ride
if we are to know what Democracy Kelly Ride.
really means—but this provision
No previews available.
is often expressed: "It is importWednesday, March 5—Come Live
ant that only the facts' be taught;
With Me.
we don't want any 'isms' being
Hedy Lamarr, an Austrian refspread through the class room.
College is primarily a place for ugee, faces deportation unless she
instructors
to teach, not to can marry an American citizens.
Jimmy Stewart is the man, and alpreach."
Students are not all of exactly though at first the proposition is
the same opinion from one sec- purely business-like, it grows into
tion of the country" to the other. love. A very refreshing comedy.
Thursday night, March 6.:—He
New Englanders, for instance, are
overwhelmingly in favor of con- Stayed For Breakfast.
Another one of those anti-comtinuing instruction on the "isms."
Southern students, however, are munist jobs, full of sound and fury,
almost equally
divided, as this signifying nothing. The cast inpoints cludes Loretta Young, Warren Wilgeopraghical
tabulation
liam and Eugene Pallette. Everyout;
i
Teach Teach body shoots everybody else, but it's
None all in in fun.
All

SHOW

Greenville Squad
Downs Tiger Cubs

New Endland
82%
Middle Atlantic ....72
East Central
71
West Central
64
Southern
52
Far West
_
66

For Practical Gifts

18%
28
29
36
48
34

1. What
governor of South
Carolina was made governor of
Maryland, Virginia, and also Nova
Scotia?
1. Sir Francis Nicholson.

Visit

Clemson's 2,334 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . . .

FURNITURE COMPANY
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309 South Main

Dodo Doins

Anderson, ,S. C.

Phone 70

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
AT
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HARDWARE CO. 1 ^1

Anderson, South Carolina

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

William C.Rowland
Company
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durahle
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

Union Teacher To
Address Sections
Industrial Class
Mr. J. C. Carpenter, '30, director of industrial education at the
Union High School, Union, S. C,
will speak to Professor H. S.
Tate's class in the problems of
teaching Friday morning.
Mr.
Carpenter will speak on "Equipping Trade and Industrial Shops."
Other outstanding speakers who
have accepted invitations to speak
to the class are: Mr. P. G. Shearer, state superintendent of vocational
rehabilitation, who will
speak on vocational rehabilitation
in S. C. and Mr. C. J. King, '29,
State superintendent of distriutive
education, who will speak on distriutive education.
Other men in the field of vocational education will be invited
later in the year. The purpose of
these lectures is to show the students exactly what they will encounter after graduation.

YMCA Plans Health
Club For Clemson
If present plans materialize, the
Clemson YMCA will.have a health
club in the near future. Mr. Dave
Watson and Mr. P. B; Holtzendorff
will visit some of the cl-f :>s at other YMCA's throughout the state,
together with other members of
the Y Advisory Board, in the hope
of establishing such a club at
Clemson.
It is planned
to have Steam
baths, health cabinets, and exercise equipment such as rowing
machines, weight lifting devices,
and medicine ball for the use of
men of the campus who do not
have time
for exercise out of
doors. Some of the store rooms in
the old bowling alley will be cleared and made available for the
health club, Mr. Holtzendorff said.
Long-tailed monkeys come from
South America, none from Africa
and Asia.

Sixty Clemson students are now
weekly commuting to and from
the Anderson Airport for flight
instruction. An average of 20 men
per day receive dual instruction
from the instructors assigned by
Southern Airways, Inc., in conjunction' with the Civil Aeronautics Authority. Forty of these men
are taking the primary course and
twenty are taking the advanced
course.
Expressions of grateful joy are
voiced by many after completing a
flight during which the student
assumed control of an airplane for
the first time. Grinning countenances show through plane windows
as an instructor answers the question, "How did I do?" with "Fine,
keep it up."
The airport is comparable to a
beehive as
planes take off and
land at regular intervals. Competent and careful instructors have
full control of their charges and
the program has really started to
hum.
Actual flying is only half the
story. Night classes for --two hours
five nights per week for the primary men and at all available vacant periods for the advanced men
complete the story.
Flying for Clemson men is '
not a new fad Flying was first
started at Clemson back in
1927, shortly after and as an
outgrowth of Colonel Charles
A. Lindbergh's epoch making
flight* across the Atlantic. In
the fall,!! of 1927 a group of
seven Clemson men who were
interested in aviat^m organized the Clemson Aero Club.
These men were: Professor J.
L. Marshall, H. Johnsfon, N. C.
Mood, P. M. Mood, D. N. Green,
D. Sherman, and W. A. Thompson. The club was financed by
the students themselves. As is
true today, money was a scarce
item with these Clemson men
and not being able to buy a
plane they
decided to build
their own. Professor J. L. Marshall of the Engineering Department was asked to advise
and assist in this undertaking.
Professor Marshall has always
been an
ardent aviation enthusiast
and he unselfishly
gave his time and knowledge
to the club.
Dallas Sherman, brother of Joe
Sherman and son of Professor
Franklin Sherman, designed the
ship to be built.
Simplicity was
the keynote of this design as the
builders were amateurs and the
materials i-they had at their disposal were crude. Wings for the
plane, a single seater parasol type
monoplane, were bought from surplus war
stock of the famous
Tomas-Morse 6cout type plane.
These wings cost the club $20.00
and were modified to suit the design used.
Undercarriage parts
from the same surplus war stock
were also used.
The skeleton of the ship was
completed during the school year
of 1927-28. During the summer of
1928 the club members worked in
various aviation
pursuits to get
money with which to finish their
job and experience in how to do ti
well, in the fall of '28 the job was
continued. Money assessments disqualified two club members but
the others carried on. Two of the
men who were twin brothers, paid
their part by contributing an engine their grandfather had given
them. This engine was a Lawrence
A-3 which was, used during World
War I to power the 'army grasshoppers." These planes were used
for non-flight instruction as they
were incapable of actual flight.
The mounting of this engine
into the fusilage *design proved to be quite a problem, but
after much deliberation the
men decided to use a sawhorse to determine the center
of gravity of the ship. In this
summer solved their greatest
mathematical problem without
the use of math. Material for
covering the plane was obtained from a textile manufacturer in Greenville who had ex-

hibited a special loom for making airplane cloth out of cotton. Enough of this material
was given the club to cover the
fusilage and wings. A paint job
made the plane ready for flight
and was carried to Greenville
during the Easter holidays of
1929. The plane was tested by
a veteran pilot, "Dop" Keightley, who was at that time employed by the Williams Air
Service of Greenville. "Pop"
okeyed the plane for flight and
recommended no changes. It
was found that the aero-dynamic rigging of the ship yas
perfect. All of the members of
the club tried their hand at
flying this ship. Some, however, never worked up nerve
enough to
actually get the
lane into the air. Local pilots
of Greenville did make several
flights around
the airport.
Dreams of cross-country flights
were stopped short when the
members of the club decided
that such flights would be unsafe due to the
vibration of
the motor. This vibration finally cracked the hard braces
in the nose of the
ship and
they had to be replaced with
wire cable. Even these cables
finally became so loose they
were of no value.
During a
take-off the engine failed and
a forced landing washed out
the landing gear.
With the
end of the
school yeaii near
the club members decided not
to try to repair the ship, and
they hauled it back to Clemson and presented it to the
College to be exhibited in the
woodshop.
This ship now hangs in Professor Marshall's woodshop.
Those
interested in aviation would do
well to go down and inspect it and
observe the changes that have
been made in the past fifteen
years in aviation.
At the present time the
Civil Aeronautics Authority is
doing much to increase the interest in aviation and to make
it safer. However, the appropriations for the next fiscal
year have been
cut greatly.
All C. P. T. trainees, old or
current, and any others who
are interested in aviation are
urgently requested to write to
their Congressmen or Senators
requesting that the influence
of these legislators be directed

This week we take leave of the
"Hot corner'' to review of few records of slower tempo.
On Bluebird we have Mitchell
Ayers cutting fbur sides. "This is
New, and Jenny, both from the new
Gershwin show Lady in the Dark,
and Your a Lucky Fellow
Mr.
Smith and Boogie woogie Bugle
Boy. Mr. Smith is in bright tempo
with vocal by Mary Ann Mercer
and Tommy Taylor. Bugle Boy is
typical boogie piano with, vocal by
Taylor.
Artie Shaw brings his semi-classical orchester into line and rips
off Dancing in the Dark.
The
blending of the strings, the tone
of the brass against the reeds all
accentuate Shaw's clarineting. On
the reverse is a solid rendition of
that old standby, Smoke Gets in
Your Eyes, and brings for the
Gramery Five.
Also on Bluebird Glenn Miller
presents a dance version of You
Stepped out of a Dream. The vocaling of Ray Eberle backed by
the Modernaires is very good. On
the reverse is a novelty number,
Ring Telephone, Ring, vocal by
Eberle.
With the coming of this ASCAP
business, Jenny with the light
brown hair has come into her own.
Along with Jenny, have come renditions of classical pieces that
even their composers would not
recognize. If Guiseppe Verdi should
near Glenn Millers recording of
his Anvil Chorus from II Trovatore, he would probably turn over
in his grave. But to the hep cat
this record is a swing classic. Cut
for bluebird, both sides of the
disc are set aside for knocking out
the Anvil. The tempo is fast with
much muted brass. The music is
not distorted, 'and can easily b«
identified.
In memory of Hal Kemp, Victoi
is releasing an album of his most
popular records. Despite
Hal'l
tragic death, his band is still carrying on.
The album will consist of records familiar to all. You all remember—Got a Date with an Angel, Dinner for One Please James
Lamp Light, Twilight in Turkey
Powerhouse, and many others, all
done in the Kemp style with vocals by "Skinny" Ennis and "Saxy"
Dowell.
favorably for the C. A. A. appropriations.
In this way a
continuance of the program
may be assured and training
provided in future years.
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"A Striking Good Place To Spend Your Spare Time"

NEW SPRING SHOES AT

HCKE SLOAN'S
Loafer Coats-Locker Sandals-Tennis
Shoes.
New Merchandise Coming In.
Juniors and Seniors Use R.O.T.C. Credit!

Today, Tomorrow
and Every Day
We strive to serve the student body, the faculty, the
campus residents and the people of the surrounding
community to the best of our ability.
Your continued patronage is appreciated and we trust
that we shall be able to serve you many more times.
Visit our store frequently and let us supply all of your
drug and book store needs.

L C. Martin Drug Co.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
The Official College Book And Supply Store
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Clemson Boxers To Southern Conference Tournament In Columbia
* * •
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Coach Bob Jones Ordered To Army Service At Fort Jackson
Popular Coach
Goes To Army
On March 18'
TOURNAMENT
The long-awaited Southern Conference
boxing tournament will begin Fxiday night
in The University of South Carolina field
house. Clemson's Tigers, '40 champions,
have fought only two matches, and will go
into the tournament to defend their crown
handicapped by lack of experience. The
Tigers defeated Carolina's boxers 5-3 in
the first match of the season, but one week
later they took a severe 7-1 shellacking from V. P. I.'s Gobblers. In this Tech-Tiger match Clemson's only point came
when the heavyweight bout was forfeited to Wilson.
Of the six schools that will be represented, Virginia
Tech holds a slight edge, though they will find plenty
of opposition from Maryland, North Carolina, and The
Citadel. With the exception of South Carolina each entry
is expected to be represented by a full team. The Gamecocks will probably be lacking in the heavyweight division.
The pairings are to be drawn today.
TEAM NOT BEST
The team that will represent the Tigers in the Tournament this week-end is a far cry from the team that
won the championship last year. The Clemson Squad
has only three men in the running who were members
of the '40 titleholders. Warren Wilson, conference
heavyweight champ, Ed Ross, and Ben Maynard are
the three who have had previous tournament experience. For the other Tiger pugs, Cargill, Smith, Colvin,
Beckett, Redfern, and Rogers this will mark their debut in tournament competition. These men, all newcomers to the Collegiate ring this year, have only two
fights under their belts and they're probably going to
find the going pretty tough. None of Clemson's fighters
have seen action since the Tech-Tiger affair February 7.
Two of Clemson's scheduled matches were cancelled
this season. First came the postponement of the engagement with The Citadel due to an influenza epidemic, and
then this past week-end a scheduled Tiger-Gamecock match
was called off because of illness among several of the
Carolina fighters.
The season just completed was the shortest in recent
years.
Clemson's two leading title contenders Warrin' Warren
Wilson and Ed Ross, both seniors, are winding up their
collegiate ring careers this week-end. Wilson, who beat
North Carolina's Kimball and South Carolina's Baxter in
winning his heavyweight crown last year, has not had a
fight all season. He has won both his fights by forfeit
and will be at a great disadvantage come Friday. Wilson is
in perfect physical condition, but as he says "after a year's
layoff from actual fighting, it's gonna feel funny in there."
CAGERS OUT
Clemson's cagers wound up their basketball schedule
this past week playing two games. Friday night the Tigers
finished their conference competition with a 62-43 win over
the Citadel, and Monday night Presbyterian took the
Tigers in the season's curtain-ringer-downer by a 59-48
score. The win over The Citadel gave Clemson a conference record of seven wins against eight losses which was
not quite good enough for a tournament bid. Consequently
the championship tourney begins today in Raleigh without
a Clemson team competing for the first time in recent
years.
_.
The P. C. affair was the lats appearance on the Tiger
hardwood of two of the regulars on this years team. Captain Stan Lancaster and Henry Buchanan played their
last game for Clemson. The two were sophomores on the
Tiger team that won the Conference title in '39. Both were
outstanding then, and are outstanding today. We'd like
also to compliment guards Joe Blalock and Whitey Graham, center Bill Chipley, and forward "Hawk" Craig for
their fine play all season. Also go bouquets to reserves
Abee, Moise, Freeny, the Coakleys, Milford, and Williams
for their good work.
ODDS 'N ENDS:—John Dickson, big freshman end now
trying for a varsity post, caught it from the coaches the
other day when he tackled "Booty" Payne in a spring practiced scrimmage. The tackling was O. K., but the kick came
when it was discovered that Dickson and Payne were on
the same side
Try to figure this one out—South Carolina
beat Clemson, Wake Forest beat Carolina, and Clemson
beat Wake Forest—and all three wins were by one point
margins
The following is an excerpt from Eddie Brietz's
Sports Roundup—"New York fight managers are keeping
an eye on Warren Wilson, Clemson's Southern Conference
heavyweight champ. The kid hasn't had a fight all year
since every Clemson foe has forfeited to him"
Several
of Coach Howard's best prospects for the '41 football team
are having scholastic difficulties.... Heard from "Red"
Sharpe, captain of last year's Tiger footballers, the other
day—He's working in a textile mill in Charlotte. Says he
likes his work and the town fine
Members of. Clemson's
track team who competed in the conference indoor meet at
Chapel Hill Saturday told of seeing Big Gene Flatmann,
former Tiger footballer and basketballer, now at the Naval
Academy
Coach Norman had a letter from North Carolina's and the conference's outstanding basketballer, Gorgeous George Glamack last week. Said that he enjoyed playing against Clemson, and that The Tigers have a great team.
In the contest Glamak set a new conference record of 45
points in a single contest . . . How's this for bad luck—At
the conference indoor meet, Clio Fennell, Clemson's pole
vaulter and holder of the state pole vault recofd, tied for
first place with Matty Crawford, Williams and Mary performer. The two flipped for the first-place trophy and Fennell lost
One for the books—A bunch of small boys on
the campus are pulling for Warren Wilson to retain his
conference heavyweight crown at the tournament this
week-end, what's more, they're doing something about it—
For the past few days they have be.en bringing their idol
raw eggs to provide more energy when the test comes. Today they brought him two extra—so that he might not be
without this booster at Columbia Friday . . . Quoting Don
Hutson, all-American at Alabama and now with the professional Green Bay Packers/ "McFadden is one of the
greatest pass defenders I evefl played." Don thinks the former ail-American would majke a mistake not to continue
pro football another year

Bob Jones, the varsity
boxing,
golf and football line coach, has received orders to report for active
duty at Port Jackson, Columbia,
March 18, as captain in the Reserve Officers Corps,, thus making
Ing him the second member of the
Tiger coaching staff to be called
into service within the past month.
Jones in his stay atClemson
has set a marvelous record and
outstanding was his work with the
varsity mittmen, which won the
Southern Conference
championship in 1938 and again last year.
His last job before he reports to
the army will be to guide the boxers through the Conference tournament at Columbia next month.
Probably one of the most likeable persons at Clemson, Jones is
one of the greaatest athletes in Tiger his'ory. Under josh Cody the
Tigers won behind Jones in football and basketball. He was allstate in those sports and is rated
as one of the best ends the state
has produced. He starred in those
two sports from 1927-30.
. Bob was the freshman football
coach until last year when he was
elevated to the varsity to replace
Joe Davis who went to Rice With
Jess Neely. His work with the varsity line speaks for itself, for it
has brought out Joe Blalock, the
All-American end, George Fritts,
All-Southern tackle, Red Sharpe,
All-Southern center,
and several
other top-notchers in football circles. Under Jones'
guidance last
season's line performances were by
far outstanding in all the games
the Tigers played.
The coaching situation at Clemson today is in a muddle to say the
least, for the departure of Randy
Henson earlier in the year is now
followed by the calling of Jones,
and that leaves Banks McFadden,
assistant backfield coach, Cox and
McMillan as three more potentials
who may be called at any minute.
Head Coach Howard is the only
one who does not hold a commission and is not likely to be taken
by Uncle Sam.
No immediate plans are being
made to -eplace
Jones. Howard
exnects that Bob will be due back
a year, and good coaches who will
accept yearly contracts are hard to
find.
ONE-MINUTE TEST
1. Which state began the move
that led to the Southern Confederacy?
2. According to Greek mythology,
what was the name of the Ncrth
Wind?
3. What is the Pope's personal
name?
ONE-MINUTE ANSWERS
1. South Carolina.
2. Boreas.
3. Eugenio Cardinal Pacelll.
ONE-MINUTE TEST
1. What is the female of sheep?
2. What country has the greatest area, Argentina or Brazil?
3. What is any grand division of
geological time called?
ONE-MINUTE ANSWERS
1. Ewe.
2. Brazil.
3. An eon.

Wilson And Ross
To Lead Squad
In Title Defense

ipii&

Warren Wilson,' Clemson
WHITE HOPES:—Here are two of the biggest Tiger guns in the
Southern Conference Championship tournament in Columbia this
weekend. They are Warren Wilson, Conference unlimited champion

, Edgar Ross, Clemson
and Clemsons "Golden Boy," and Edgar Ross, popular light weight
scrapper.

Spring Practice
Indicates Good
Grid Prospects

TO DUTY:—Bob Jones, popular
Tiger coach who last year led
the boxers to a Southern Conference crown, was ordered to
active duty last week by the
war department. Jones, who
holds a reserve commission as
a captain, was also end coach
for the footballers.
VISITS CAMPUS
W. M. DuPre, Clemson graduate
in dairying in 1938, former manager of the Carnation milk plant
at Shelby, N. C, was a visitor on
the campus Saturday, February 22.
He is a second lieutenant in the
U. S. Army reserve, and he will
assume active duty soon at Camp
Wheeler located at Macon, Ga.

With a promising strong line and
a well developing backfield, the
Clemson Tigers have passed the
halfway mark of. spring practice.
Ccach Howard has promise of one
of the best lines Clemson has produced in the past several years.
The backfield seems to be developing rapidly with the progress of
several rising sophomores, however
the team may suffer the loss of
George Floyd and "Tuffy" Timmons if Uncle Sam finds need of
them in the army. Both boys are
seniors, but they have one more
year of football. Floyd will receive
his commission in June, although
Timmons has not attended R. O. T.
C. camp yet, he is of draft age.
For the past three weeks the
squad of about fifty-five men have
been getting the fundamentals of
passing, kicking, blocking, tackling,
and spinning along with a few minutes of scrimmage each day.
Injuries have hampered the progress of the team somewhat during the past few days. Wade Padgett, "Footsie" Wood. "B' Rat"
Saunders, Sammons, Franklin, and
others are among those who have
been benched on account of minor
injuries, however they are expected
to be back in pads in a few days.
Booty Payne has been absent from
practice fcr the last few days; he
was out with the measles.
The squad should be at its maxi-

Blue Stockings
Trouce Tigers
By 59-48 Score
CAGER:—George Coakly, who Monday night finished his third
year on the Tiger basketball squad.

Clemson Swimmers
Win First Match
The Clemson swimming team won
their first meet of the season Tuesday in the home pool when they
defeated the University of South
Carolina. The Tigers came back
from defeat after losing five successive meets to win over the Birds
65-12.
Summary:
300-yard medley—Won by Clemson (Mullen, Richards and Epps).
South Carolina, (Delarmo, Harris,
and Kirk), Time 3:43.7.
220 free style—Won by Dysart
(1); Second, Allen (9. C); Third,
Hare (C); Time 2:54.6.
60 free style—Won by Holtzendorff (C); Second, McKnight (C);
Third, Kirk (S. C.) Time 30.7.
Diving—Won by Nesbitt
(C);
Second,
Richards
(C);
Third,
O'Hara (S. C.)
100 free style—Won by Holtzendorff (C); Second, Kirk (S.C.);
Third, Dysart (C.) Time 56.5.
150 backstorke—Won by Mullen
(C); Second, Moise Third, Delarmo
(S.C.) Time 2:15.
200 breaststroke—Won by McKnight (C.) Second, Harris (S.C);
Third, Richards (C.); Time 2.53.
400 relay—Won by Clemson (Dysart, Mullen, McKnight, and Holtzendorff) South Carolina (Glominski, O'Harra, Mcllwaine, and
Allen) Time, 4.10.4.

SCORE.—Here Captain Henry Buchanan reach
to add another two points to the tally as the Cle
This was the last conference game of the season.

es 'way up to drop the ball through the hoop and
mson Basketball squad rolled over The Citadel.

Warren Wilson and John Beckett, Tiger entries in the unlimited
and 127 pcund divisions of the
Southern Conference boxing tournament were the only Clemson
fighters seeded at the drawings in
Columbia last night. Wilson was
seeded second to Gates Kimball of
North Carolina and Beckett second
to Gennett, also of the Tar Heel
tert'n.
The University of Maryland and
The Citadel came off best in the
draw, eash team placing five men
in the serni-finals by the luck of
the draw Every Tiger boxer will
have a first round fight.
In the seedings, the favored Virginia Tech Gobblers, undefeated in
Conference competition, topped the
list with four fighters. Only one
however, Andrews in the 135 pound
division, was seeded number 1.
North Carolina and The Citadel
each had three men seeded while
Clemson, South Carolina and Maryland gained two seeded spots each.
A total of 42 fighters was entered
in the tournament.
Twelve preliminary bouts were
scheduled for Friday night. These
will be 14 semi-final fights Saturday night and the eight final bouts
that night.
The drawings:
120 pound division: McDonald,
South Carolina, Seeded No 1 vs.
bye; Mixon, Clemson. vs. Hoffman,
The Citadel; Glass, Virginia Tech,
Seeded No. 2, vs. bye; Walston,
North Carolina,, vs. bye.
127 pound division: Gennett,
North Carclina, Seeded No. 1, vs.
bye; Graininger, Virginia Tech, vs.
Dorr, Maryland; Beckett, Clemson,
Seeded No. 2, vs. Luerick, The Citadel.
135 pound division: Andrews, Virginia Tech, seeded No. 1, vs, bye;
King, South Carolina, vs. Ross
Clemson; Stackhouse, The Citadel
Seeded No. 2, vs. Johnston, North
Carolina, Holbrook, Maryland, vs
bye.
145 divisicn: Lempesis, The Citadel, Seeded No. 1 vs. bye; Evans:
Virginia Tech, vs Beall, South Carolina; Alperstein, Maryland, Seedec
No. 2 vs. bye; Farris, North Carolina, vs. Smith, Clemson.
155 pound division: Lofton, South
Carolina, Seeded No. 1, vs. bye;
Colvin, Clemson, vs. Moskow, North
Carolina; Taylor, Virginia Tech
Seeded No.' 2, vs. bye; Ulrich, The
Citadel, vs. bye.
165 pound division:
Sanders,
North Carolina, Seeded No. 1, vs.
Cargill, Clemson; Cordyack, Maryland, vs. bye; Belmore, Virginia
Tech, Seeded No. 2, vs. Samusson,
The Citadel; Fersner, South Carolina, vs. bye.
175 pound division: Gunther
Maryland, Seeded No. 1, vs. bye;
Bobbitt. North Carolina, vs. Maynard, Clemson; Joseph, The Citadel
Seeded No. 2, vs. bye; Danian, South
Carolina vs. bye.
Unlimited
Division:
Kimball
North • Carolina, Seeded No. 1, vs.
Rodman, Maryland; Wilson, Clemson, Seeded No. 2, vs. Rolison, The
Citadel.

mum strength next week with the
return of those on the injured list,
and when Blocking Back Craig and
Ends Blalock and Chipley, who have
been representing Clemson on the
basketball court, report for duty.

Full Team Of
Lettermen Back
For Baseball
All candidates for this years
Clemson baseball team reported
Tuesday to acting coach Joe Sherman for the beginning of practice
for the coming season. The catchers and pitchers have been working for a week before the other
candidates were called out.
The Tigers have a full team of
lettermen returning from last years
state champions. With a letterman at every position and with
the help from sophomores coming
up for their first varsity bid prospects are bright for another outstanding team this spring.
About twenty men indicated thenintention of playing on the Clemson team come late March when
the season will begin. For the past
week workouts have been held in
the field house consisting mostly
of limbering up exercises. Tuesday the candidates got outside and
on the field for the first time
where the practice took on more
baseball-like aspects with a short
session of "pepper" followed by hitting practice.
Winston Holliday and Clyde Dobson, lettermen pitchers, are counted on to carry most of the Tiger's
mound burden throughout the coming season. Dude Buchanan, the
state's outstanding college firstsacker, and Ed Irick, veteran third
baseman, along with Francis Coakley, Charlie Bickley, and "Ace"
Parker make up the outstanding

The Clemson Tigers were forced
to drop their last Conferencegame of the season to an alert
Presbyterian College quintet here
Monday night by the score of 59
to 48.
Right from the start the P. C.
team appeared to be playing a
more heads-up ball game. The Tigers appeared to be off form, and
although leading the game the major part of the first half,
they
found it hard going to keep up
with the visitors. The half ended
with the Tigers in the lead by one
point. The second half
saw the
Hose coming back and surging into the lead, not once being threatened by the Clemson quintet. The
game ended with the Hose out in
front 59 to 48.
Chipley of Clemson and Moore
and Heidt of p. C. shared the top
scoring honors with 12 points each
The lineups:
CLEMSON
G. F. P
Buchanan, f
1
1
3
Craig, f
1
11
_. 5
Freeny, f
0
0
..„ 0
F. Coakley, f ..
0
0
0
Moise, f ..
2
0
„„ 1
Graham, f ...
0
0
.... 0
Chipley, c
0 12
6
Abee, c
0
0
. „..0
Lancaster, g ...
11
1
5
Blalock, g .... „_ , ..„ 2
1
5
Milford, g .... _
. _..o 0 0
Williams, g ...
4
2
0
G. Coakley, g
0
.... 0
0
22
4 48
Clemson 28,

Totals
Half time score:
Presbyterian 27.
PRESBYTERIAN
Moore, f
Paul, f
«...
Heidt, f
Coleman, o
McMillan, g ..
Evans, g
Gibson, g
„

_..
—
..
...
....

Total

....27

G.
6
5
5
5
2
4
0

F.
0
0
2
1
0
2
0

P.
12
10
12
11
4
19
9

5

5»

performers from the '40 squad who
will be back in uniform this spring.
As yet the schedule for the coming season has not been completed.
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Calhoun Forensic Society Sponsors State-Wide Tournament Here
Brooks, Stoddard
Head Committee
For Tournament
The second annual state-wide
Calhoun Forensic
Tournament,
sponsored jointly by the Calhoun
Forensic society and the Clemson
chapter of Strawberry Leaf, both
honorary forensic
organizations,
will be held here March 6, 7, and
8. A. L. Brooks, chairman of the
tournament and
president of
'Strawberry Leaf, announced this
week.
Tournament officials have been
assured of entries from Winthrop,
Citadel, Erskine, and College of
Charleston and are
expecting
teams from South Carolina, Wofford, Textile Institute, and Anderson College. Between forty and
sixty, delegates are expected, Brooks
said.
Preliminary contests, which will
have no bearing on the awards,
are scheduled for Thursday, March
7, with regular competitive events
events getting
underway Friday.
Delegates will be entertained at a
banquet in th mess hall Saturday
night and at a social at the YMCA
Saturday night.
Robert L. Stoddard, president of
the Calhoun Forensic Society, will
be chairman of oratory and Jack
S. Courson will serve as chairman
of debate; Jack M. Klinck, radio
announcing; W. H. Goggins, after
dinner speaking; O. B. Cannon,
poetry and J. H. Stevenson, impromptu speaking.
Brooks also named the following
committees and chairmen. Wentzel,
entertainment;
Hinnant, judges;
Barnes, Rooms
and
chairmen;
Gregg, arrangements; Gage, literature and programs; Lever, awards;
and Elvington, signs.

The American Youth Congress
We Saw It In Action
By Lever, Simmons, and Elphick

MILITARY BALL

MILITARY SPONSORS:—The Clemson chapter of Scabbard and
Blade, national honor military fraternity, today announced the
eleven young ladies who will sponsor the Clemson Military Ball
dance series tomorrow night and Saturday. Top row: Miss Margie
Conwell of Atlanta for R. R. McLeod; Miss Virginia Sadler of
Clinton for Frank Rogers; Miss Connie Vaughan of Union for. J.
L. Gregory; Miss Helen Hair of Spartanburg for DeWitt Ross.
Center left: Miss Nancy Gilder Coleman of Greenwood for P. D.

Seabrook. Center right: Miss Bobbie Dial of Laurens for P. W.
McAllister. Bottom row: Miss Katherine Jett of Spartanburg for
L. B. Smith; Miss Carolyn Gayden of Columbia for Jack DesPortes, Miss Lib Lamb of Greenville for Edgar Ross; Miss Frankie
Tyson of Georgetown for Roy Pearce, and Miss Frankie Taylor ot
Anderson for Sieg Holmes. One of these girls will be selected Honorary Cadet Colonel to succeed Miss "Pet" Dargan of Florence.

Lever Answers
Carolina Ladies
Charge Of South

Forensic Society
To Judge Contest
Judges for the Calhoun-Clemson
High School declamation contest,
to be held in the Presbyterian
Church next Tuesday night, will be
furnished by the Calhoun Forensic
Society, it was announced today by
Bob Stoddard, president of the organization. Acting as judges will
be Frank Hinnant, chairman, A. L.
Brooks, and J. H. Stevenson.

Anderson And Folger
Go To Fort Benning
A. J. Folger, '38 and C. E. Anderson, '40, both graduates in the
school of textiles, have been called to active duty as Second Lieutenants with the army. Both Folger and Anderson are at Fort Benning, Georgia.
Since his graduation Folger has
been employed by Judson Mills in
Greenville. Anderson has been
working in New York with J. C.
Penney .Company.

GUARANTEED
Watch and Radio Repairs
FEINSTEIN'S WATCH SHOP
Across L. C. Martin Drug- Store

AWARD:—Shown here admiring the plaque which
will be awarded to the Honorary Cadet Colonel
at the dance tomorrow night are the officers of
the organization. They are F. L. Holley, first

sergeant, T. B. Rutledge, Captain; J. A. Desportes,
first lieutenant and R. ■ R. McLeod, second lieutenant. These men all hold the rank of lieutenantcolonel or above in the cadet corps.

CLEMSON CADETS
WHEN IN ROCK HILL STOP AT

THE VARSITY GRILL
ON OAKLAND AVENUE.

It's part of the game
5 T3T •••to pause and

Intricately
integrated in the
skeleton of the American Youth
Congress is the American Student
Union.
This organization was conceived
in 1933 in Columbus, Ohio; the
group is the product of an alliance
between the Communist National
Student League, and the Socialist
Student League for Industrial
Democracy.
Turning backward, we find in
the "Manifesto And Principal Resolutions" of the Eighth Convention of the Communist Party, U. .S
A. in 1934 the following statement:
"The party
considers the
headway made in the past two
years in winning over the student masses as of great importance for the whole revo1 utionary
movement: (a) the
Communist students must work
to win the mass of the students
for the revolutionary class
struggle and cease to neutralize those who cannot be won:
. . . (c) they must utilize the
tacti<o of the united front from
below to strengthen the already widespread anti - war
movement and also expose the
maneuvers of the
Socialist
leaders of the Student League
for Industrial Democracy; (d)
while building the National
Student League as the broadest revolutionary mass student
organization, they must bring
forth the independent role of
the YOUNG
COMMUNIST
LEAGUE and recruit the class
conscious students
for
its
ranks; ... (f) the student
movement must also be drawn
into the general struggles of
the working class strikes, unemployed demonstrations, etc.)
and not limit itself solely to
campus activities."
From the "1938 YEAR BOOK
YOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUE":
"It would be wrong when speaking of the history of the Young
Communist League not to include
some of the developments of other
youth organizations with which
we have VERY CLOSE RELATIONS.

By JAMES J. LEVER
According to the GAMECOCK,
admirable weekly newspaper of our
state
unversity, Miss Elizabeth
Bird and Miss Theresa Jackson,
returning last week from the American Youth Congress, branded University of South Carolina students,
as typical Southern youth, "Asleep,
self-satisfied, ignorant." Ladies, we
cannot agree!
For instance, from our acquaintance with one and observation of
the other of these young ladies, we
consider them typical Southern college students, and we'd hesitate
a long time before calling Misses
Bird and Jackson "asleep, selfsatisfied, or ignorant."
They manifested their alertness
when they journeyed to Washington, largely through their own efforts, to observe the American
Youth Congress in action. That interest is shared by their fellow
students who remained here. The
number of inquiries and flood of
invitations to speak before student
groups attest to that.
During our four years in college
we've witnessed students from the
South compete with students from
every section of the country in debate, in oratory, in journalism, in
athletics, and we've never been
ashamed.
Besides, we can't possibly see
how anyone could establish a basis
of comparison between the American Youth Congress delegates and
any section of the country. The
youth congress was not representative of any one section nor a
cross section of the country as a
whole.
Yet, we didn't see either in the
aggregate or in the leaders of that
group any students who
would
make us less proud to claim Miss
Bird and Miss Jackson or several hundred other college students
that we can name here in South
Carolina were they placed in corncompetition with the other youth
represented. The chairman of the
youth congress, a young man with
whom we could never agree on political and social views, yet a man
whose intelligence would not be
questioned, is himself a native
Georgian and a graduate of a
Southern university.
We know not how the delegates
were selecte d, but they were not
representative according to any basis of representation, by races, by
nationalities, by religions, by philosophies of politics and government,
by attitudes toward sectional, national, or international problems.
Yet this group did not appear to
be intellectually superior to our
typical Southerner.
And the organization refuses
to allow itself to become repreContinued on Page 3

Prof. Proves
You Can t Win

N. E. MARCUM
Jeweler
Easley, S. C.
NICK'S BEST DINER

who will conduct the Religious Emphasis Week Services here March
16-21. Dr. Poteat is a graduate of Furman University.

Hare's a drink that is unique. It

World's Best Hamburger
Curb Services
N. Main St.
Greenville

never loses the freshness of
appeal that first charmed you.
You drink it and enjoy an aftersense of complete refreshment.
So when you pause throughout
the day, make it ;/ie pause thai

^n

nr ire

refref/ieswith ice-cold Coca-Cola. YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING
C. K. HOOVER, Mgr.

Clemson Cadets

CLEMSON SODA SHOP

Are Always Welcome

AND BUS STATION
10c
Toasted Sandwiches
«
10c
Jumbo Milkshakes
5c
Hot Chocolate
.'J
Will Stay Open For Intermission L

At

^plus tax

COMPANY
ANDERSON, S. C.

CALHOUN SODA
SHOP
Anderson, S. C.

The AMERICAN STUDENT
UNION is "against war" and
"against Fascism" but like the
AMERICAN YOUTH
CONGRESS of which it is an affiliate, it is not opposed to
Communism.
ASU National
Secretary Joe Lash, in an editorial (October 1935) wrote:
"FASCISM can be fought
only by displacing capitalism
of which it is a form. Fight
war effectively on every front,
and you will yourself fighting
for Socialism."
From "The ' Campus, A Fortress
of Democracy," by Joe Lash:
"The American Student Union
is internationalist in outlook. It is
appropriate in the first place to
pay tribute to the fifty or eighty
students who quietly departed
from' our midst to join the International Brigade (fighting for the
Communist-Loyalist group in Spain)
. . . we are deeply proud of them
—proud • of the service records of
those who were killed in action.
What can we say to them save our

By Collegiate Press
The player's chance of being
dealt a straight flush in a poker
game is only one in 64,974 times
(if the deck ain't stacked.)
And the chance of getting 13
spades in one hand in bridge is
but one in 700 trillion times, how
ever many that is.
So figures an eastern New Mexico college Ph. D., professor in
mathematics, following a Dartmouth professor's use in his class
of chances in a crap-shooting session.
Intrigued by the utilization of
homely
happenings
in
higher
mathematics, the ENMC professor fascinated his students with
problems dealing with bridge, poker, and slot machines, with the
slot^ machines for once coming
out at the losing end.
For students found that the slot
machine offers a, sure chance to
lose money.
Slot machines usually afford one
chance in eight of winning on any
given play, but because human beings like to gamble and ordinarily continue to play their winnings back, they apparently have
only about one chance in 100 of
coming out ahead, said the professor.
There are 84,480,000,000,000 possible combinations in a regular
52-card
deck,
the
goggle-eyed
students learned.
In poker there is but one
chance in 4,165 deals of getting
four of a kind, one in 694 of getting a full house, one in 509 of
getting a flush, one in 47 of getting three of a kind.
What started it all was the Dartmouth professor's problem in crapshooting: The caster rolls
two
dice and wins if (a) the sum be
7 or 11; (b) if the sum be 4, 5,
6, 8, 0 or 10 and if this same
sum. reappears before seven is ever
seen. To obviate the odds against
the caster, a dishonest caster employs two dice, one true and the
other leaded so that a certain
number always appears at the
top. What should this number be
in order to give him the maximum
advantage?

-—

SPEAKER:—Dr. Edwin McNeil Poteat, pastor of Cleveland, Ohio,

I
recollect
the
AMERICAN
YOUTH CONGRESS. Since then
the Youth Congress has become
the most important and largest
youth movement in America."
The AMERICAN STUDENT UNION also has an interesting development. The . National
Student
League was formed in 1931, later
the Socialist students decided to
form a separate organization called the Student League for Industrial Democracy.
From the very beginning there
was a united action between both
organizations. After a long campaign both
organizations amalgamated.
Over the Christmas holidays of
1935, the united student movement
in America was formed—the American Student Union. From that
time the student actions for peace
day began to sweep the American
campus. From minority actions of
a few students, with the formation
of the American Student union,
the student peace movement with
all its activities began to - embrace
the vast members of the American
Student body. From 25,000 in 1934
the American student strike increased to approximately 1,000,000
participants in 1937."
From the YOUNG COMMUNISTS REVIEW: April 193* by Gil
Green "1% 1931 we made our first
concerted efforts among student
Youth. A year later a new organization blossomed forth—the National Student League.
By 1935
this organization had united with
the Student League for Industrial
Democracy to form that splendid
militant organization, the American Student Union."

pledge that the American Student
Union will not forget them and
will demonstrate its remembrance
by its deeds.''
In 1937 the Convention of th
American
Student Union
wa:
marked with an open break between the Communists and the
Socialists on the issue of "collective security." The Communists, in
compliance with the new Comintern position, deserted the Oxford
Oath and came out for support of
war against Fascist nations.
Joseph Lash deserted his Socialist comrades, resigned from
the Socialist Party and followed the Communist Party line.
The Socialists
supported by
the pacifists
lost their fight
against the Communists by a
vote of 282 to 108.
At this convention the Communists succeeded in capturing complete control of the
Union previously shared with
the Socialists.
George Watt, a frequent contributor to the "YOUNG COMMUNIST REVIEW" is a member of
the national executive committet
for the American Student Union
National Secretary Joe Lash was
an official visitor to Loyalist Spair
(under Communist rule) during
the late summer and fall of 1937
There are. two other Communist
groups, followers of Leor.
Trotsky (deceased) and' of Jaj
Lovestone, whom Earl Browder replaced when Stalin became dissatisfied with Lovestone.
The publications of Trotsky's
followers refer both to the
American Youth Congress and
the American Student Union
as "Stalinist" organizations.
The "Workers Age" of December 31, 1938, refers to the
American Student Union and
the American Youth Congress
as follows:
"... the ASU, and other
Young
Communist
League
'innocent' organizations in the
youth movement, for example,
the American Youth Congress."
From "PROPAGANDA ANALYSIS—published
by the Institute
for Propaganda Analysis, Inc.,
"Among the most prominent o£
the organizations which the Communist party has helped to launch
are the International Labor Defense,
the
American Leagus
Against War and Fascism, (now
called the American League foi
Peace arid Democracy), the International Workers
Order,
th«
Friends of the Soviet Union, and
1 the AMERICAN STUDENT UNI.ION."

